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Executive Summary
This deliverable reports the final list of user and data requirements that were collected during the first five
months of the project. The collection of the requirements followed the methodology of the Scenario-based
User Needs Analysis, that captures users wants and needs through ‘day in the life of’ scenarios and through a
workshop-based approach. The pilot partners each organized two workshops in March and April 2016 (with
a total of 68 participants) as to validate the scenarios of the first iteration, and to identify new requirements
for further platform specifics. Besides the final list of requirements, this deliverable 2.3 also reports the user
stories and user scenarios that are also updated from the first deliverable 2.2.
In total, 43 requirements were collected – already presenting a high level of detail for the platform
implementation. The platform should support three different food redistribution scenarios, being general
food rescue (for big and small donations), gleaning and farmers markets. In the list of the requirements it is
specified which requirement applies for which scenario. For instance, the feedback function and
communication function apply for all scenarios, but are particularly important for the gleaning and farmer
market scenario as to engage and motivate groups of volunteers.
The listed requirements are split up in functional, non-functional requirements and data requirements, and
especially the list of functional requirements has been updated extensively since the first iteration. More
specific requirements were identified related to the different user profiles on the platform (with a profile
manager system), the authentication on the system (with admin rights, validation, and sub profiles), the
matchmaking rules and social sharing features, such as the communication function, and transport and
travel function. At the end of the user requirements gathering, a prioritization exercise was set up with all
project partners during the consortium meeting in Budapest (April 2016). These results are in chapter 7. It is
important to note that the collected requirements in this deliverable are a translation of users wants and
needs, with a preferred description of how users see some requirements implemented. The eventual
implementation of ‘how’ this will look on the platform shall be decided by WP3 in agreement with pilots,
based on what is technically feasible in terms of resources and planning. The prioritization in chapter 7 is
therefore a good starting point to define the several releases or versions of the platform.
Last, in the conclusion chapter, attention is drawn towards the requirements that could support the
behavioural change strategy of the project (part of task 2.3 in WP2). These requirements could pave a first
path towards supporting and triggering the behavioural change from a technical point of view.
The further validation and analysis of requirements, from end-user perspective, now moves towards the
setup of the Living Lab approach in WP4.
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1 Introduction
This deliverable is part of WP2, task 2.2 ‘Specification of Scenarios of Use & Data Ecosystems’. The objective
of this task is to coordinate the collection of user and data requirements for the SavingFood platform, as to
guide the technology development processes in WP3. The task is coordinated by iMinds who is responsible
for the design of the common strategy for the requirement gathering and reporting. The collection of the
user and data requirements was set up through different data gathering activities, of which this report
presents the final, and stable set of requirements. The collection of requirements occurred in close
collaboration with the three pilot partners in the four pilot locations, Boroume (Greece), HFA (Hungary) and
Feedback (UK and Belgium).
An initial set of requirements was reported in D2.2 ‘User and Data Requirements – Version 1’ by drafting
user scenarios and user stories. In D2.2, the SUNA methodology was also outlined as the approach to
validate the requirements through a workshop-based approach. During March and April 2016, the pilot
partners organized and engaged prospective users of the platform through two interactive workshops to
further identify and specify the first batch of requirements. In the first workshop, the user scenarios that
were drafted in D2.2 were validated through some interactive exercises, such as delineating the process
workflow on the platform and collecting the necessary matchmaking fields. In the second workshop, a set of
basic wireframes were presented and discussed with the audience. To set up the workshops, iMinds
prepared the relevant material, such as an invitation template, definition of profiles for recruitment,
PowerPoint presentation for during the workshop, interactive exercises, topic list of questions and templates
to report the results. For each workshop, a conference call was organized by iMinds as to explain the
workshop material, and to ensure that each pilot understood how to correctly set up the workshop
methodology. Afterwards, the pilot partners reported the results to iMinds, which were consolidated for the
different food redistribution models that will be implemented on the SavingFood platform: general food
rescue (of big and small donations), farmers’ markets and gleaning.
To conclude the user requirement analysis, a prioritization exercise was organized during the consortium
meeting in Budapest (26-27/04/2016). During this exercise, all project partners prioritized a set of
requirements on three dimensions: level of importance for the project, user satisfaction, and level of
difficulty to implement. Through this exercise, consensus between partners was established related to
certain functionalities and pilot needs. It is important to note that the collected requirements in this
deliverable are a translation of users wants and needs, with a preferred description of how users see some
requirements implemented. The eventual implementation of ‘how’ this will look on the platform shall be
decided by WP3 in agreement with pilots, based on what is technically feasible in terms of resources and
planning.
In the following chapters the main results of the workshops are summarized, followed with the consolidated
requirements per food redistribution model. The consolidation was made based on the workshop reports
and the agreed common approach between the pilot partners. In total, there are 43 identified requirements.
Each requirement is described in detail, and an asterix* in the text means that it is a newly identified
requirement compared to the first set reported in D2.2. The deliverable also reports on the final user
scenarios, user stories and matchmaking fields.
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Structure of this document












Chapter 2: In chapter 2, the methodology of the Scenario-based User Needs Analysis is once more
explained. This methodology was chosen as to collect and validate the requirements through a
workshop-based approach. The workshop methodology is also described in more detail.
Chapter 3: In chapter 3, the main results of the workshops are summarized. This chapter
consolidates all the workshop results through the following topics: the added value of the
SavingFood platform, authentication rights, main features, the matchmaking rules, and discussion of
wireframes.
Chapter 4: In this chapter the validated scenarios for the three food redistribution models are
described. These scenarios are updated based on the workshop results.
Chapter 5: The final user stories and user requirements are listed here. The user requirements are
split up in functional and non-functional requirements.
Chapter 5: The final data requirements are listed here, together with the data sources and
matchmaking fields. The matchmaking fields should ensure a smooth transaction process on the
platform, and to have all necessary information involved.
Chapter 7: This chapter presents the outcome of the prioritization exercise of the requirements.
Chapter 8: Conclusions – main outcomes and reflection about the requirements that can trigger
behavioural change.
Chapter 9: Annexes describing the recruited profiles, timing and setup of each workshop, per pilot.

Common terminology – Main concepts in this deliverable
•

Pilot site: the section on the SavingFood platform that is managed by the pilot administrator – only
accessible by users after authentication, e.g. pilot administrator Boroume

•

The pilot administrator: the central administrator of the pilot site on the SavingFood platform, also
called the pilot coordinator.

•

The (local/regional) coordinator: someone who coordinates the general food rescue activities and
farmer market activities – also recruiting volunteers, e.g. employee of HFA. In case of Boroume,
there are no local/regional coordinators as all volunteers working at Boroume coordinate Athens.
However, for Boroume, there should be a coordinator account for the farmer markets.

•

The gleaning coordinator: someone who schedules the gleaning events on the SavingFood platform

•

Gleaning volunteer: someone who likes to contribute in a gleaning event

•

Volunteer: someone who likes to contribute in general food rescue and in farmer markets

•

Donor: organisation that donates surplus food on the SavingFood platform

•

Recipient: organisation that receives the surplus food via the SavingFood platform

•

SavingFood ambassador: someone who is not registered on the platform, and suggests a new donor
or recipient in the neighbourhood on the map visualisation, also called the ‘anonymous user’

•

Transporter: someone who is taking care of the transport, this can be a task of a volunteer, or done
by an external intermediary, such as a transport company
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2 Methodology: User Requirement Analysis
2.1

Overview of data gathering activities – the SUNA method

The data gathering activities for the user requirement analysis were performed between M1 and M5 of the
project. It was opted to perform the Scenario-based User Needs Analysis, or SUNA method, as the main
method to elicit requirements (Van Helvert & Fowler, 2003). The SUNA method gathers front-end
requirements through the usage of ‘day in the life of’ scenarios in which user needs are encapsulated, and
which are validated through a workshop-based approach.
The SUNA method was set up in six different phases from M1 to M5, throughout which requirements were
collected:

Figure 1: Overview of phases – SUNA method.

Based on the drafted scenarios of the pilot coordinators in phase 1 and phase 2, enhancing a current and
future scenario, a first set of requirements was reported in D2.2. Based on the future scenario descriptions,
pilot partners decided upon the food redistribution models for which they would like to use the SavingFood
platform.
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The following table gives once more an overview:
Food redistribution model

Pilot partners

Direct
food
redistribution Type I: General food rescue – including HFA
between donors and recipients small and big food donations of donors
Boroume
–
with
intermediary in the food and retail industry
matchmaking
Type II: Farmer markets
Boroume
Gleaning

Boroume
Feedback (UK & Belgium)
HFA

Table 1: Overview of the food redistribution models on the SavingFood platform – per pilot partner..

Pilot partner HFA will use the SavingFood platform for direct food redistribution between donors and
recipients for big and small donations and for their classic food bank model, as well as for gleaning activities.
Pilot partner Feedback, both in UK and Belgium (FSE network), will use the platform for their gleaning
activities. Last, pilot partner Boroume will use the SavingFood platform for all food redistribution models like
they are operating now: general food rescue, gleaning and farmer markets. During the workshops, the pilot
partners discussed the chosen food redistribution scenarios, with the exception of the gleaning scenario for
HFA – as this is a new activity for them and will require a more detailed rollout and engagement of
stakeholders.
Next, in phase 4 and phase 5 the pilot coordinators engaged prospective users of the SavingFood platform
for two workshops. During the workshops, the scenarios were discussed from the viewpoint of the different
stakeholders in the project, and validated through interactive exercises. In the next chapter, more details can
be found about the workshop methodology.
Pilot partners were requested to present their workshop results at the consortium meeting in Budapest, and
to send their workshop reports to iMinds. Based on the collected results, an additional prioritization exercise
was set up with all project partners. The objective here was to come to a clear and common understanding
of the identified requirements (have a definition for each of them), to prioritize them (openly addressing the
relative importance of them), and to have a basis for further requirements negotiation. The result of the
prioritization exercise is presented in chapter 7.
With this prioritization exercise, the SUNA-method reached its final stage, of which the results are reported
in chapter 3,4,5 and 6. After the rollout of the platform, the further gathering and validation of requirements
will be done through the living lab approach in WP4.
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2.2

Workshop methodology

In this chapter, the workshop methodology is explained in more detail.
The workshops were organized by the pilot partners and coordinated by iMinds. These workshops helped to
validate the first batch of requirements of D2.2, and to identify new ones. Furthermore, it brought the
different stakeholders together. To quote one of the pilot partners “it was the first time that all our
stakeholders (i.e. donors, recipients, volunteers, coordinators) were sitting along the same table (Boroume)”.
The workshops had thus the advantage that multiple viewpoints could be collected at one event, and that
also a common understanding could be reached among them. Eventually, the different stakeholders will
have to operate on the same platform, therefore, it was essential to let them discuss their current and future
envisioned working processes together.
iMinds set up a planning to organize the workshops during March and April 2016, along with a workshop
invitation that pilots sent out. In advance of the workshops, iMinds gave a presentation about ‘tips and
tricks’ for setting up a workshop, such as how to set up a registration process, setting of the room, recording
material and informed consent, etc. Some instructions were also shared about the profile of the participants.
8 to maximum 10 participants were requested to recruit for each workshop, and all should be prospective
SavingFood users (those of who you think are most likely to use the platform). It was also recommend that
the participants of workshop 1 could also participate in workshop 2, but this was not obligatory. The
following profiles were set to recruit:






Min. 2 donors
Min. 2 recipient organisations
Min. 2 volunteers
Min. 1 external intermediary (e.g. transport company)
Min. 1 expert (e.g. PlanZheroes)

In the following table an overview is given of the workshop dates and amount of participants. In total there
were 68 participants among 8 workshops:
Pilot partner

Date
workshop 1

Amount of
participants

Date
workshop 2

Amount of
participants

Boroume

30/03/2016

7

20/04/2016

8

HFA

07/04/2016

14

25/04/2016

9

Feedback UK

06/04/2016

4

9/04/2016

3

Feedback Belgium1

29/03/2016

8

18/04/2016

15

Table 2: Workshop dates and amount of participants – per pilot.

The profile details of the workshop participants are in Chapter 9 - Annex I: Workshop details per pilot: setup,
timing and profile.

1

iMinds participated during the workshops of Feedback Belgium.
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Each workshop took approximately two hours. An agenda was drafted by iMinds, together with a topic list of
questions. For each food redistribution scenario, specific questions were made. As a consequence, not all
questions were applicable to each pilot, and so pilots were requested to follow the generic guidelines but to
set the workshop to their pilot specifics.
During the first workshop the main discussion topics were:







Opinion and experience regarding current online food surplus platforms
Added value and motivation to use a food redistribution platform
Necessary ICT skills to use an online platform for food surplus
Authentication rights on the platform
Level of automatic matchmaking – the extent of control and monitoring by the pilot coordinator
Web platform and mobile version

Furthermore, two exercises were set up. In the first exercise, participants were requested to write down or
delete data fields that need to be known for each step in the matchmaking processes. The data fields that
were already identified in the first phase (D2.2) were printed on a poster, and participants were requested to
add new data fields, or to scratch them out. They also had to assign the responsible in each step of the
matchmaking process: entering a donation, accepting a donation, evaluation, feedback and quantification.
This exercise had the objective to collect all the necessary information for a successful matchmaking process
on the platform, without doing multiple phone calls again.
In the second exercise, the participants gave their opinion about the main identified features on the
platform: the notification system, rating system, feedback function, data sources, quantification report and
the calendar function. The participants could label the features as ‘must have’, ‘nice to have’, or ‘not
necessary to have’. The participants clarified their reasoning and were able to also suggest other
functionalities. This exercise had the objective to set a first prioritization and definition of the main features
on the platform.
Must have

Nice to have

Notification system
Notes:
Rating system
Notes:
Feedback function
Notes:
Checking data sources
Notes:
Quantification report
Notes:
Calendar function
Notes:
Table 3: Template for exercise 2 – workshop 1.
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Not useful to have

In the second workshop, some basic wireframes were presented and discussed. These wireframes were
sketched by iMinds, and followed the results of the workshops that were collected so far. The wireframes
were in a very early design stage, but had the purpose to visually trigger the users, and to dig deeper into
certain functionalities. Furthermore, with these initial wireframes it was possible to see if the so far collected
user wants and needs were correctly interpreted and translated into a technical design.
The following wireframes were discussed:
Wireframe View
number

Scenario

General description of content

1

ALL users

All

Registration and login into the platform

2

Coordinator
view

Gleaning

The gleaning calendar with overview of events and
number of attendees in list view

3

Coordinator
view

Gleaning

Creation of new gleaning event by gleaning
coordinator

4

Coordinator
view

Gleaning

The gleaning event is send out to volunteers, and the
gleaning coordinator can see the number of
attendees

5

Volunteers
view

Gleaning

The gleaning event is send out to volunteers,
volunteers receive a request. They have the status
‘invited’ and can indicate ‘I want to volunteer’ or
‘Skip’

6

Volunteers
view

Gleaning

The volunteer replied to the event invitation. The
status changes to ‘attending’

7

Donor view

General food rescue

Donor enters a donation on the SavingFood platform

Table 4: Description of wireframes.

According to the chosen food redistribution model, the pilot coordinators discussed each wireframe in
depth. For each wireframe, there were approximately 3 to 10 questions. For instance, it was asked to the
participants if everything on the wireframe was understandable to them, if it was clear which task they had
to perform, if the terminology was correct, etc. Participants were requested their feedback on how they
would like to see things differently, or which extra information had to be added. The matchmaking fields
were also discussed here to see if all necessary information was provided. Therefore, a clickable version of
the wireframes was also made available, as to ‘open up’ certain windows or dropdown lists.
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During this second workshop, a second exercise was also set up to discuss the matchmaking rules on the
platform. This exercise helped to define the matchmaking rules (the algorithms) on the platform for the
following actions:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Matching a regular donation with a recipient (general food rescue)
Matching an ad-hoc donation with a recipient (general food rescue)
Matching a call-to-action from a recipient with a donor (general food rescue)
Matching a gleaning event with volunteers (gleaning)
Matching a gleaning event with a recipient (gleaning)
Matching a farmer market event with volunteers (farmer markets)
Matching a farmer market event with a recipient (farmer markets)

This exercise was important to do as to see how the collaboration between all actors on the platform would
run e.g. to what extent would a donor or recipient like to be free of choice, or to what extent do they want
the intermediary matchmaking service.
For these seven above-mentioned matchmaking actions an answer had to be filled in. The participants could
fill in the statements by choosing a rule, possible rules that were given: matching through geographical
proximity (donor close to recipient, volunteer close to event), history track, current needs (preference of
food), or other rules defined by the workshop participants.
Some pictures of workshop 1 and 2:

Figure 2: Pictures from the workshops – Left: Boroume, Right: HFA, Below: Feedback Belgium.
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3 Workshop results – Envisioned usage of the SavingFood
platform
In this chapter, the results of the workshops are described and consolidated for the all pilot partners.

3.1

Added value of SavingFood

In 99% of the cases, the workshop participants had no previous experience with current online food
redistribution platforms, and so had no knowledge of how it worked or what the SavingFood platform could
learn from it. Some of them were aware of existing initiatives, especially the participants of Feedback UK and
Belgium, referring to Plan Zheroes, OLIO, Foodcloud, FoodWe platform and the Schenkingsbeurs. Only three
participants had been active on one of these platforms, either as a donor or recipient. Two of them also had
their own food redistribution platform, being the Schenkingsbeurs. Most participants thought that they
would have the necessary ICT skills to use the SavingFood platform, however, with regards to employees and
volunteers of recipients organizations (especially those who are living on the countryside, and do not always
have a computer) this might not always be the case. Participants mentioned that training will be required to
start using the platform, and that entering a donation should be very simple and straightforward (also from a
mobile device).
By presenting the SavingFood project and user scenarios in more detail, the identified added value per food
redistribution scenario sounds as the following:
How SavingFood can support general food rescue
From the perspective of donors, the SavingFood platform could make the food redistribution quicker, more
time-efficient, and more convenient – compared to current working practices via the telephone.
Additionally, the platform could ease communication among users and quickly notify others when there is an
issue, e.g. if a recipient does not show up for the pickup.
From the perspective of recipient organizations, the SavingFood platform could help in attracting more
donations, and also smaller organizations could get connected. Furthermore, in case the recipient takes care
of the transport, the platform could help in the daily organization of pickups– e.g. by having an overview of
pickups for the day in order to optimize the driver’s schedule. If case a recipient or a donor is not available
for transport, the SavingFood platform can help recruiting volunteers or external intermediaries (e.g. NGOs
or local transport companies).
Last, the quantification report is a real added value to have for both donors and recipients; this would
contribute to awareness raising and knowledge building about saving food in general.
How SavingFood can support farmers markets and gleaning events
From the perspective of volunteers, the SavingFood platform could make it easier to be informed about
planned events related to their interests, and to access the necessary details about an event (e.g. when,
where, amount of volunteers required, etc.). Furthermore, for volunteers the social sharing aspect on the
platform would be a real added value, e.g. car-sharing to get to an event, communicating with other
volunteers, posting pictures about the event, or have tourist information to additionally explore the
neighbourhood around the farm, etc. Last, information about the (gleaned or collected) food would
intrinsically motivate volunteers; it is interesting to know where the food went and how it was used.
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The main overall benefit would be that volunteers would feel more engaged into the process, and have
greater confidence in various actors (including the farmers).
From the perspective of a (gleaning) coordinator, the platform could help in the coordination of events, and
in recruiting the minimum amount of required volunteers per event (as this is now a labour-intensive part of
the work). In such case, the SavingFood platform would give coordinators more control over the (gleaning)
events, and would allow more consistent and timely communication with volunteers. Accessing the profile
details of volunteers and recipient organizations would also be useful information to have. Furthermore, the
arrangement of the logistics, both for the collected food and for getting volunteers to an event (car-sharing
option) would be a great added value.
From the perspective of donors (or in this case, farmers), the (gleaning) coordinator will represent the
farmer (market) on the platform as a service. The coordinator will set up the event and arrange the
communication with volunteers and the recipients. In case the farmers would access the platform, then the
captured and stored data about the event is also an added value to have.
From the perspective of recipients, the SavingFood platform could make it more accessible to not only
receive the (gleaned, or collected) food, but to also participate in an event. This would contribute to the
awareness raising of saving food in general, as to learn how the food is produced and collected. Of course,
the most obvious advantage for a recipient organization is that all information about an event (e.g. type of
food, quantities, etc.) is timely provided in a consistent format and in a single location (which is validated by
a trusted agent).
In formulating the potential added values of the SavingFood platform, the participants also expressed the
following attention points:



Training will be needed: one should learn how to use the platform, this could be organized by the
pilot coordinator
The loss of human contact: interaction among the telephone is something that drives engagement.
The telephone should still be an option as to notify about a donation. The pilot coordinator could
enter then the donation into the platform.
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3.2

Authentication rights on the SavingFood platform

During the workshops, participants discussed who should register and have an account on the platform,
which actors should be validated (or screened) before they can use the platform, and which profiles should
be made public or private.
Registration
It was agreed that all actors participating in the food redistribution process should register on the platform,
for the actions of entering a donation, accepting a donation, or volunteering in an event. This would secure
the platform (e.g. avoid abuse, guaranteeing good quality of the food) and guarantee the quality of
information (e.g. expiry date, arranging logistics, etc.). Admin rights should only be given to a limited amount
of users, i.e. the pilot administrator and the (local/regional/gleaning/farmer market) coordinators. The pilot
administrator should be able to see and manage all actions on the platform. The coordinators are managing
a dedicated part of the CRM system, mostly specified by region and by activity (gleaning or farmer markets).
In some cases, it could be that one account has multiple users, or that a retail chain has multiple accounts (or
sub profiles) in case there is more than one shop. It was also requested here that there is a supervising
account for the retail chain (on e.g. national level), and that the local shops only see the donations related to
their region.
The only actor that should not register to use the platform is the SavingFood ambassador. In first place, this
‘anonymous’ user is a visitor on the SavingFood platform and can only browse general information about the
project, awareness raising material such as the videos, and would be able to enter a new donor or recipient
organization as crowd-sourced data on the map. In a later stage, when being more informed and engaged in
the process, a SavingFood ambassador can always decide to register on the platform and e.g. decide to start
volunteering. Upon registration, users on the SavingFood platform should also accept the terms and
conditions, containing the legal obligations concerning food safety regulations (this should be specified by
pilot country).
Validation / screening
Participants agreed that current known donors and recipient organisations (in the currently used CRM
systems of the pilots) should not be validated when they register on the platform. If they are well known to
the pilot coordinators, then they could immediately starting using the platform. It should be further explored
how this could be technically done, either by linking the CRM system, or by importing lists. This automatic
validation would make the registration process less time intensive for the pilot coordinator. If a new donor
(chains or individual stores) or recipient organization registers on the platform, then validation is required.
The same rule applies for external intermediaries, such as transporters. Volunteers should not be screened
to start using the platform.
Public or private profiles
Participants decided that most profiles of donors and recipient organizations should be public, unless
otherwise specified. In the case of farmers, these profiles will be mostly private as in most cases they would
like to stay anonymous. The profile of volunteers should be public, although the contact details (the private
information) should only be accessible to the (gleaning) coordinator, or to the coordinator of an activity
where the volunteer is participating in. In case volunteers participate in the same event, then volunteers
could have the option to share some of their private information with other participants. Actors on the
platform should thus be able to set their profile private or public, and being able to choose if their private
information is shared with others (to a limited group, or to all).
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3.3

Main features on the SavingFood platform

During the first workshop, participants were asked to prioritize certain features on the platform. 18
participants gave a score during the first workshop, of which the ‘notification system’, the ‘quantification
report’ and the ‘calendar function’ obtained the highest ‘must have’ scores.
To clarify these scores, one should known that some features are more important for the gleaning scenario
than for the general food rescue scenario, or visa versa; or that certain features are not equally important for
every type of actor on the platform. If we have a closer look to the individual scores per type of actor or type
of scenario, we see that the notification system is highly important for volunteers and recipient organisations
in all scenarios, and that he rating system is more useful to have in the case of the general food rescue
scenario and less in gleaning. In gleaning activities it would not be useful to rate the donors (or farmers) as
the food is always of good quality, nor volunteers as they are all motivated to come. The feedback function
was highly appreciated by volunteers as a way to interact with others, and to increase communication
among users on the portal (community building). Also for donors and recipients this was an interesting
feature to have, especially to have an open text box: either as a thank you note, or as private feedback
towards the pilot coordinator. The data sources obtain the lowest ‘must have’ score, and all types of actors
indicate that this is a nice background feature as to access additional context information. Volunteers seem
to have the highest interest in data sources related to traffic information, public transport, recipes, and
touristic points of interests around a gleaning event. The quantification report was especially deemed as
useful by the pilot coordinators themselves (as to have all info in one place, and to motivate people), and
last, the calendar function was only seemed as necessary to have in the gleaning scenario.
Must have

Nice to have

Not useful to have

Notification system

17

2

-

Rating system

8

9

2

Feedback function

9

9

-

Checking data sources

6

12

1

Quantification report

13

6

-

Calendar function

12

6

1

Table 5: First exercise to prioritize features for the SavingFood platform (N= 23).2

2

Not all individual numbers were available for the HFA pilot, only four evaluations were available.
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In the following paragraphs, a description of each feature is described with some more details about its
perceived usefulness:


Notification system

Communication among actors on the platform is vital. Participants would like to receive notifications either
via the platform, email, or SMS – and being able to set this as a preference, as some prefer an online
notification, while others a low-tech one. The actions for which they would like to receive a notification are
the following: alert recipient about incoming offer, alert donor about the accepted offer, alert about the
time of pickup, and remind volunteers for an event. Some participants also proposed to link the notifications
with the calendar function on the platform and created events on Facebook. Last, users indicated that the
platform should mention the transaction costs for receiving text messages.


Rating system

From the first scenario descriptions, it was opted to include a rating system for certain actors on the
platform. The rating system seems valuable to have in the general food rescue scenario (and less in gleaning
and farmer markets), and this for donors, recipients and transporters. The rating would happen through a
predefined scale, such as ‘condition of the food donated’, ‘punctuality of the pickup’, ‘confirmation of the
amount of collected food’ and ‘overall politeness’. It was also opted to have a text box here, as to have the
option to notify about an issue, e.g. food that past its expiration date, transporter did not show up, etc.
These ‘raw’ scores would only be visible to the pilot administrator or coordinator, but could be translated in
rewarding badges, giving door stickers, or rewards (e.g. best donor award) as to trigger motivation and
establishing PR value. Volunteers could be rewarded based on their participation.


Feedback function

In the first iteration of requirements, it was opted to have a feedback function in which all actors on the
platform are able to post feedback, give a comment, or post a picture during or after the end of an event or
transaction of surplus food. In the general food rescue scenario it would be nice to post feedback as a ‘thank
you message’. For the gleaning scenario, this could be the space where volunteers can share pictures of the
event, either from a gleaning event or a farmer market, or from a donation they facilitated. It is also always
nice to read the feedback about the farm, the product, etc. as good feedback attracts more people.
Again here, it was opted that users on the platform should be able to set their feedback private (only to
participants in the same event, or only to the coordinator) or public, and that participants indicate if their
photos can be re-used or not.


Data sources

A first list of data sources was provided in D2.2. Donors did not show an immediate interest in accessing data
sources on the platform, although volunteers and recipients did. The most interesting source of information
is about the traffic (traffic jams, and public transport for volunteers), the weather, touristic points of interest
in the neighbourhood of a farm, and recipes (volunteers suggested this as a way how to avoid food waste).
The remark was also given here that this information should not clutter the platform and distract users from
the more important features.
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Quantification report

The quantification report is showing statistics about the transaction successes on the platform. This includes
the amount of saved food expressed in kilograms, or portions for warm food (and agreed for both HFA and
Boroume). The pilot administrator or coordinator would manage this function, and the information would be
accessible to all actors on the platform. These statistics could incentivize volunteers to join a future
(gleaning) event as they would be able see the amount food that they helped to save. It could give an
indication of the impact of the work done by donors and recipients, and would also be more convenient for
pilot coordinators as all information of their activities will be centralized in one place. It is a great tool to
create awareness and to help spread the movement.


Calendar system

Pilot coordinators have the possibility to start and end a new event (farmer market, or gleaning event) for
which the most suiting date can be found by doodling, and attracting a minimum number of volunteers. The
calendar function could work in conjunction with the map, so that upcoming events can be searched by both
location and date. More details about the calendar system can be found in the section about the wireframes.
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3.4

SavingFood as a mobile friendly web platform

During the kick-off meeting in Thessaloniki, it was agreed that there would be no native mobile application,
but that the platform should be accessible on mobile phones. Since ICT skills and adoption of devices differ
among the pilot sites, a summary is made of which actors would most likely use the web platform or mobile
version, and for which actions:
In the case of Boroume, the most likely scenario is that donors and recipients would use the desktop version
to input, view and manage the donations, and that volunteers would use it from their mobile phone to
receive notifications about future events, to declare their participation, to upload/share feedback and
photos during and after the events takes place.
In the case of Feedback, the most important features to have are the feedback function for volunteers, and
to access ‘information on the go’, such as transport info.
In the case of HFA, it is most likely that recipients and donors will use the mobile version, as most do not
have a computer in their organisation/shop. Therefore, entering and accepting a donation should be very
simple and straightforward.
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3.5

Matchmaking rules on the SavingFood platform

Participants in the workshops decided that the matchmaking on the SavingFood platform should happen in a
non-automatic way for the scenario of general food rescue, gleaning and farmers markets. This means that
the pilot coordinator makes the eventual decision in matching a donor with a recipient, or sending out
volunteer requests, and not the system.
Several reasons were identified to strengthen this decision:
General food rescue:





Geographical proximity to a donor could favour specific recipients – donations should be equally
distributed according to the actual needs of charity organisations
Donors and recipient organizations trust the pilot coordinator as the best intermediary in the
matchmaking, also to keep trust among all actors on the platform
Other existing food redistribution platforms that are automated have not been successful so far
To intervene when an issue occurs

Gleaning:


Everyone should be able to participate in an event, some volunteers are highly motivated to travel
far for a gleaning event if it fits their interests

Although the matchmaking would happen in a non-automatic way, several algorithms or matchmaking rules
were identified to help the coordinator in making the final decision. The system would then provide a list of
suggestions based on several criteria to the coordinator (only visible to coordinator, and not donors), and
then the pilot coordinator decides whom to notify first in order to receive the donation. The following
matchmaking rules were identified for the following actions:
Matching a systematic donation with a fixed recipient (general food rescue)
“In case of systematic donations with a fixed recipient, the donor should be matched
by the platform with the pre-specified recipient”
In the case of systematic donations, a donor is permanently “linked” to a specific recipient since the type and
quantity of food donated, the location, as well as the pickup schedule are closely matched between the two
parties involved. The platform would automatically match the two parties if there is one fixed, or one
preferred recipient. The pilot coordinator does not intervene in this matchmaking, unless an issue occurs.
In this case the specific recipient should be notified by default, unless there is a specific reason not to. If the
donor would like to notify another recipient (for example, if the collaboration is not working as it should – in
which case the administrator should have been notified however) then the procedure in the following
paragraph should be followed instead (see below).
A possibility would be to specify the notification to the recipient to be send out by default at a given
frequency (every day, once a week, etc.) unless it is otherwise specified by the donor if an exception occurs.
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Matching a donation with a non-fixed recipient (general food rescue)
“In case of a non-fixed recipient, the donor should be matched on the platform by the administrator, with
the platform providing suggestions for potential recipients based on certain criteria.”
Donors do not believe that they have the necessary knowledge to select the most appropriate recipients
(even if suggestions are made by the platform), whereas they trust the pilot coordinator (Boroume, HFA) in
that regard and perceive the direct involvement of them as an added value and as an additional verification
step that is important. Therefore, in any other cases, the pilot coordinator would do the matchmaking if
there is non-fixed recipient: from one donor to multiple preferred recipients, from one donor to no
preferred recipients, and regardless the quantity of the donation.
Any suggestions made by the platform based on the geographical proximity, the match of the donation to
the needs and the profile (pickup and handling capabilities) of the recipient, as well as the previous history
are perceived as useful and will aid in the matchmaking process, but should only be visible to the platform
administrator.
Donors should also be able to set their preferred type of recipients in their profile setting (e.g. refugees,
children, etc.), so that pilot coordinators can take this into account.
Matching a call-to-action from a recipient with a donor (general food rescue)
“In case of a call-to-action, the immediate need of a recipient organization on the platform is matched by the
administrator, upon receiving relevant donations in the platform”
The recipient should not be allowed to send notifications directly to donors for various reasons. It would
both be perceived as unwanted activity (spamming), and the whole purpose of the platform is to receive
donations of excess food, and not to facilitate or increase food donations in general. Therefore, any call in
regards to an immediate need of a recipient should be factored in the regular matchmaking process – but
perhaps be given a priority ranking or a special badge to indicate that a specific recipient has specified an
immediate need for an item that is covered by this particular donation. This matchmaking rule only applies
to Boroume, as there was no interest from participants to have this in the HFA pilot.
Matching a gleaning event with volunteers (gleaning)
“In case of gleaning events, the volunteers on the platform
are matched by geographical proximity, individual preference, plus manually by the coordinator”
From the discussions, it was decided that the volunteers should be notified by their proximity to the location
of the gleaning event, by their individual preferences in regards to the locations that they would be willing to
travel to (e.g. if a volunteer follows or likes a particular farm or region), and finally there should be an option
to the gleaning coordinator in order to manually add volunteers based on his personal view (as some
volunteers are highly willing to go far for a gleaning event), their participation in previous events nearby, etc.
To go to the farm, the travel time is also important to know for volunteers, as well as the means of public
transport in the neighbourhood. This information should be part of the invitation.
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Matching a gleaning event with a recipient (gleaning)
“In case of gleaning events, the recipients on the platform are matched by the administrator, with the
platform providing suggestions for potential recipients based on certain criteria”
In the case of gleaning events, the matchmaking process is no different than in regular donations. Therefore,
the platform should suggest possible recipients based on certain criteria, and then the final decision should
be up to the administrator who will choose which recipient organization to notify first. The criteria should be:
geographical proximity, the actual and current needs of the charity which should be able to receive and
absorb the whole quantity if possible (so state of the food and quantity), the availability of volunteers on
behalf of the recipient organization, and the availability of a suitable transport vehicle (if the food will stay
for a limited time in a storing building at the farm before it gets transferred, or if the food is transported to a
warehouse).
Matching a farmer market event with volunteers (farmer markets)
“In case of farmer market events, the volunteers on the platform are matched by geographical proximity,
individual preference, plus manually by the coordinator”
Similarly to the gleaning volunteers, the volunteers for the farmers’ markets events should be notified first
by their proximity to the location of the event, then by their individual preferences and the events that they
are actively “following”, and finally by the coordinator who should be able to manually notify volunteers
based on his personal view, their participation in previous events nearby, etc.
Matching a farmer market event with a recipient (farmer markets)
“In case of farmer market events, the recipients on the platform are matched by the administrator, with the
platform providing suggestions for potential recipients based on certain criteria.”
Similarly to the gleaning events, the matchmaking process should be no different than in regular donations.
Therefore, the platform should suggest possible recipients based on certain criteria, and then the final
decision should be up to the administrator who will choose which recipient organization to notify first. The
criteria should be: geographical proximity, the actual and current needs of the charity which should be able
to receive and absorb the whole quantity, the availability of volunteers on behalf of the recipient
organization, and the availability of a suitable transport vehicle. A recipient is chosen before the gleaning
event takes place, and be part of the invitation send out to volunteers.
However, most farmers’ markets so far operate as permanent bridges, so the same charity organization goes
to a specific farmer market every time (on a weekly basis). So again here, a default notification could be send
out to the recipient.
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3.6

Wireframe discussion

In the following paragraphs, the feedback about the seven wireframes that were provided during the second
workshop are discussed and consolidated for all pilots. The results are divided into ‘perceived as unclear,
‘requested to change or to add’, and ‘perceived as useful’.
Wireframe 1 – Registration and logging in on the SavingFood platform

Figure 3: Wireframe 1 – register or login.

Perceived as unclear:


All labels or roles, were not clear to the participants: in which case are you a donor (the term donor
evokes the connotation of giving money, not food), in which case are you a recipient, what is the
difference between a gleaning volunteer and just a ‘volunteer’, what is a coordinator (this term is
only clear to the coordinator itself). The description of the roles should be written in a more active
language. For instance: I want to sign up for a gleaning event, I want to organize a gleaning event, I
want to donate via a gleaning event, I want to pickup something. Since the local/regional
coordinator will be assigned by the administrator, it is not necessary to have the role listed upon
registration as it creates confusion. An additional profile type should be added for “Members of
farmers’ market committee” who should have the rights to view all activity in regards to the farmers’
markets, and should be approved. An additional role should also be created for transporters.

Requested to change or to add:
 Split up registration and logging in screen – otherwise there is too much information on the screen.
Although there is no consensus here among pilots, as 2 requested to change and 2 said it to be clear.
 Add an additional field to select a “Country” and then filter the respective organizations accordingly.
The participants were not familiar with the various organizations listed, and it would create
confusion as to which one they should select and why. It would be useful to have a connection with
the current CRM system: this to reduce the effort that current known recipients and donors do not
have to be approved, only the new ones.
 Add an additional field to specify the “type of activity” that they would like to participate in (e.g.
donate food, collect food, participate in events), plus enable someone to select multiple activities.
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This is certainly needed in the case of volunteers, so that they can indicate in which several activities
they would like to take part.
Place the information disclaimer at the second step of registration – in a more prominent space,
cause otherwise you might forget it.
In the second step of registration more specific details can be asked, such as your location and
phone number
A charter should be added upon registration that defines the terms and conditions of SavingFood
(e.g. explain why you need to register, why your account needs to be validated, legal terms of the
platform, etc.). It was also recommended setting a timeframe for the validation process, in order not
to deter registrations, and to clearly state that the user will be notified accordingly when his/her
profile has been approved.

Perceived as useful:


Have an account that has multiple roles and multiple organisations. In the case of gleaning, multiple
roles can be played by one user. For instance: a recipient organization that also would like to join as
volunteer. Furthermore, volunteers would like to be informed about all gleaning events in their near
proximity, not only from just one organisation.
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Wireframe 2 – The gleaning calendar

Figure 4: Wireframe 2 – gleaning calendar.

Perceived as unclear:
 The number of attendees is not clear – it is a small font, and can refer to anything
Requested to change or to add:






Browse by date, location, and products (bio and non-bio food, organic food or not, types of
vegetables). This was important to have for volunteers
In the list view: add organisation, add location per event info
In the list view: the min. required volunteers that can sign up (event is complete, event is not full). It
was mentioned that this should be communicated in a positive way for volunteers, as otherwise they
could think that a certain event is not popular, so they will not sign up.
Add the events on the map
The local coordinators should only access the events related to their region

Perceived as useful:


Seeing the whole month makes it pretty and easy to understand – good to have a list view as well
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Wireframe 3 – Scheduling a new gleaning event

Figure 5: Wireframe 3 – schedule a gleaning event.

Perceived as unclear:



The field ‘Accessibility’ is not clear – participants do not know what to fill in here. Try to avoid project
terminology in this screen.
The label ‘life of produce’ would be better renamed to ‘status of the product’. Do not insert a scale
rating here. This is a difficult field to fill in, as every actor interprets it differently, for the one person
it is still edible, for another one not. It can be filled in by the ‘consume before date’ or by a filled in
description such as ‘you can still make soup out of it’, or ‘the apples have spots’
o Expiration date – relative to now, or to the event (you need to know how long after the
event it is still edible). Furthermore, an expiration date is too risky to put it, we are saving
food, so better to say it in a positive way
o An absolute date is impossible to have – put a selection ‘from .. to …” could be another
solution, or the text box description

Requested to change or to add:




“Tools and requirements” as a note-to-self that only the coordinators see, apart from that a new
field need to be added “Volunteers need to bring” e.g. waterproof jacket, boots, lunch, etc.
Type of food should be renamed to type of produce, with the possibility to select multiple options
Add a field for tasks during the gleaning event (what should a volunteer do at the event)
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Add a field «refrigerated transport required» (yes/no)
Add a field «event suitable for children» (yes/no)
A difference should be made in the screen where you enter the event details, and a screen where
you recruit volunteers. The radius can go in the communication/recruitment function when you
select volunteers that you would like to participate in the event. This is relevant information to have
for the gleaning coordinator, but the matchmaking may not only be done based on location. The
coordinator also would like to manually add attendees, or to select a region or municipality. Similarly
volunteers should be able to specify for which wider locations they would like to receive notifications
for any events that are scheduled (in which case the radius rule would be bypassed).

Perceived as useful:





The public and private settings for the coordinator. Although it seems that all fields do not require
these settings, it seems a lot of effort to complete them all. Only have these settings for the sensitive
information.
The ability to notify specific volunteers outside the specified radius (e.g. based on their location,
their preference, or previous participation) was thought to be very useful too.
The number of volunteers registered on the platform for any given radius is also useful to know.
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Wireframe 4 – List of attendees at the gleaning event

Figure 6: Wireframe 4 – list of attendees

Perceived as unclear:
 Everything clear
Requested to change or to add:







Make groups of volunteers (e.g. municipalities) and communicate likewise (through checkboxes).
The system should remember who you already have sent an email. ‘last email’ sent yesterday
A reminder email should be personalized
Replies to email from volunteers should be able to see on the platform
Overview for the coordinator: emails send out, reminders send out
The description field should be able to handle a lot of characters, this will free text and contain an
enticing summary of the event

Perceived as useful:





Interesting to know when volunteers signed up (as to know when you should send a reminder)
Manually add volunteer: interesting to have
Useful to be able to send out reminder to a volunteer individually and as a group
SMS function is good – but SMS have a cost!
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Wireframe 5 – Invitation for volunteers in gleaning event

Figure 7: Wireframe 5 – Invitation for volunteers.

Perceived as unclear:


Title ‘invitation’ gleaning – not sure that this represents an invitation. The title should be
customizable
Requested to change or to add:









Side Info about the event – tourist info, include the side activities
Add extra field: total duration of the event (start and end time)
Add extra field: estimated travel time to the location
Possibility to add a picture to the event invitation to make it more attractive
It would also be useful to allow the participants to communicate with each other, for whatever
purpose. For instance, there could be a dedicated comments section below the event details to
allow users to exchange views, coordinate transit, etc.
It would also be useful to include a carpooling feature to allow participants to declare whether they
have free seats in their car, to specify their route, and to allow other volunteers to join in.
Include information about the recipient organization on the invitation itself (link to its profile on
SavingFood, include information about its beneficiaries, the support it offers, etc.)

Perceived as useful:



Skip event is clear / skip only one event and not all events
The invitation was considered to be an efficient way to communicate all the necessary information
to the relevant parties. It was thought to be more efficient compared to current practices (email and
phone calls)
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Wireframe 6 – Confirmed participation of volunteer in gleaning event

Figure 8: Wireframe status – status volunteer ‘attending’

Perceived as unclear:


What is the difference between ‘attending’ and ‘confirmed by organiser’. In regards to the
“Confirmed by organizer” label on the confirmation page, it was not clear what this label signified
exactly, and whether there would be an additional verification step for participation (such as
pending).

Requested to change or to add:
 Add a field: I’m coming with …
 There should be an option in which a group of volunteers can subscribe to the event (not one
person, but as a group of many volunteers)
 Add a button: contact the organiser (email and phone)
 Possibility to unsubscribe: give a reason (this is optional, not obligatory to fill in). The coordinator
should receive an email for any participants who cancel their attendance to the event.
 An additional notification should be triggered in case a cancellation causes the number of confirmed
participants to drop below the minimum number of volunteers specified for this event (particularly
relevant for the farmers’ markets). In that case, the coordinator would need to take additional
actions to attract more participations, or decide to cancel the event.
 If a confirmation step is included, it would be beneficial to set it over a phone call in order to add a
more personal touch to the whole experience of signing up (a “thank you” over the phone is much
more meaningful)
 Being able to comment on the event before the event happened would be very useful to add.
Comments should be able to see to everyone
Perceived as useful:


The overview of the details for the event was perceived as being useful and efficient.
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Wireframe 7 –General Food Rescue – Donors enters donation on the platform

Figure 9: Wireframe 7 – Donor entering donation.

Perceived as unclear:


The button ‘edit recipient’ can be deleted, it is not necessary to have.

Requested to change or to add:
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The option to choose whether a company running multiple stores would rather have one corporate
account to manage all stores, or a separate account for each store would be appreciated since
different donors prefer different structures for their accounts.
The contact person for a specific store should be selected by default during the donation process,
and changed only if that person is not relevant for a particular donation.
The donors would appreciate the ability to declare a preference in regards to the type of
beneficiaries that they would like to support, if possible (for example support the refugees, or
children, or both). This can be added in the profile preferences.
Add field: possible «pickup days» week/weekend
Add field: earliest expiration date (what is the earliest date of expiration among all the products
offered)
Add field: other remarks (open text box)
Add field: would you like a tax deduction certificate (yes/no)
Change sensitivity into “Contains”, with options: normal food, refrigerated food, frozen food
No private fields are necessary, since all the information provided is only visible to the administrator
anyway.
In the case of “permanent bridges” – where both the donor and recipient are fixed – the recipient
should be listed by default when a donor enters a donation – there should this be a different
procedure for a fixed recipient (one preferred), multiple preferred recipient, or not preferred
recipient.

When entering a new donation, the donation contents should be standardized (generic categories)
but individually customizable for each donor (so each store should be able to select which categories
best suit – most of – their donations upon registering, or at a later date if needed). Free text is
optional to fill. If standardized categories are chosen, then it will also be a more mobile-friendly way
to fill in.

Beside these in-depth remarks per wireframe, it is also advised to read the matchmaking fields in chapter 6.
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4 Final user scenarios
In this section, the full scenario in narrative form is described. These were consolidated if more than one
pilot wanted to apply the same model on the SavingFood platform. The scenarios were updated based on
the workshop results of March and April, although not many changes occurred as the scenarios reflected the
user needs and wants to a very large extent. If updates occurred, then these were related to more concrete
specifications about the matchmaking rules.

4.1

General Food Rescue

Through the SavingFood Facebook campaign, Alex became since yesterday a new member on the
SavingFood platform. Alex owns a pastry chop in Budapest, and often has unsold cakes and pies in the
weekend. From the idea to donate surplus food to charity organizations, Alex registered on the SavingFood
platform and filled in some profile details, such as name of the shop, store type, location, name of the
contact person, and contact details (email and telephone). Besides these personal details, Alex also indicated
his preferred type of charity organizations (refugees and kids) and that he will donate surplus food on a
regular basis.
Sophia, the local coordinator of HFA, received a notification of a new registered donor. She accepts the
invitation, after she checked the details. She knows the shop quite well, but decides to make a quick phone
call to Alex as to explain him the general working process on the platform and to thank him to become part
of the initiative. This donor will be from now on part of her assigned region in the CRM system.
On Saturday evening, when the shop closes, Alex logs into the SavingFood platform and enters a new
donation. He fills in the food type, the quantity, being 5 chocolate cakes and 2 strawberry pies, and indicates
that he already packed the food in a container box. He also indicates that he would prefer that a charity
organization takes care of the transport, as he is occupied with an urgent order for a wedding. Alex entered
that the charity organization can come and pick up the food Sunday forenoon, with a sensitive alert since the
pies contain fruit that will not remain long good to eat.
Sophia, the local coordinator of HFA, receives the donation notification of Alex. She checks which recipient
would fit best with the donation based on the suggestions made by the platform: geographical proximity,
type of need of the charity organisation, and the preferred type of recipient organisation. Sophie decides to
alert Andrea, working at a local charity supporting refugees.
Andrea, working at the charity, received a notification about the offer of a pastry shop that is close by, and
fits with current needs. She checks the requested timeframe for pickup, the type and the quantity of the
food, and notices that transport is needed. She accepts the offer. Alex and Sophia receive a notification that
the offer is accepted. Alex can click on the profile of the charity organisation. The charity organization is very
active in the neighbourhood, as Alex can see from the milestone meter and badges about the amount of
collected food.
Andrea shares the accepted offer with Mark on the platform. Mark is the responsible driver of the charity
and picks up the various food donations in the neighbourhood throughout the day. After being notified by
Andrea, Marks logs into the SavingFood platform as to see all accepted donations for Sunday, with their
respective location and time schedule – which are already listed in respective order. He also checks if
sensitive food needs to be collected, as his van does not have a refrigerator.
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He decides that he will pick up the donation of the pastry shop as the last one on Sunday forenoon. If Mark
would have been not available for Sunday, Andrea could have send out a notification to driving volunteers in
the neighbourhood to ask for help.
On Sunday, Mark takes his smartphone with him in the van to check once more the order for picking up the
food donations. At the time of arrival in the pastry shop, Alex hands over the 5 chocolate cakes, 2 strawberry
pies, and another vanilla cake that he forgot to enter on the platform. Mark validates on his smartphone that
he received the offer, and adjusts the quantity of the donation. The correct amount of food is now entered
into the system. Mark also gives a star rating for the quality of the received food. In return, Alex indicates a
five-star rating score for Mark’s punctuality as he respected the agreed time window for pickup and
arranged the transport.
Sophia, the local coordinator of HFA, could closely follow the success of the transaction through the daily
overview of offers and collections that she received in her mailbox. She received the feedback of both Alex
and Mark, which will serve as future reference for rewarding badges. If no charity organization had
contacted Alex before the agreed time window, she would have queried the database to search for other
suitable recipients (based on proximity, type of need, etc.). Then, extra notifications could have been sending
out.
Last, Sophia also checks the quantification reports about the transaction success. These statistics are
important to track to total amount of saved food, and to reward the users on the platform. Besides the
transaction between Alex and Andrea, Sophia can also see the statistics for the systematic donations (with a
fixed recipient), and the participation of volunteers.
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4.2

Farmers markets

At the beginning of the week, Helena, coordinator at Boroume, logs into the SavingFood platform and goes
to the calendar function. She enters three new events for collecting food at farmer markets in the region of
Marousi, Chalandri and Galatsi. In these regions, Boroume has good contacts with the organization
committee of the farmer markets, and has a volunteer base that lives close by. Helena enters the necessary
details for each event, such as date, min. amount of volunteers needed, location, time, etc. When all
information is included, Helena pushes a notification about the event towards the Boroume’s volunteers
base, based on geographical proximity, volunteers following the specific markets, and manually adds some
volunteers that are living not close by (but from who she knows that they are highly motivated to come).
Georges, a newly registered volunteer of Boroume, and living in Marousi receives the notification of the
farmer market in his neighbourhood. Georges accepts the invitation to volunteer at the farmer market in
Marousi, and indicates that he would like to participate in this recurring event every week as he lives close
by. On the dashboard of the SavingFood platform, he can also see the other scheduled events In Chalandri
and Galatsi. George is also willing to help at the farmer market in Chalandri, but is not available that day of
the week. Instead, he becomes a «follower» of the farmer markets in Chalandri, so that he gets proactive
notifications about it. That way, he is informed about the next scheduled events, and can participate if he is
available.
When the minimum amount of volunteers is reached, Helena activates the events for the farmer markets at
Marousi, Chalandri and Galatsi. To confirm the event, another notification is send towards the signed-up
volunteers to inform them about the eventual details. At the same time, Helena contacts the recipient
organization by telephone with whom they have a permanent agreement to collect the food at the farmer
markets in Marousi. For the farmer markets in Chalandri and Galatsi there are no fixed agreements with
recipient organizations. Therefore, Helena sends a notification through the platform to other preferred
recipients close to Chalandri and Galatsi. The recipient organizations, being a soup kitchen and Praksis,
accept the request as it matches with their current needs. They indicate that they will come to the event and
will take care of the transport.
After the farmer markets, Helena closes the event on the SavingFood platform and uploads some feedback.
She posts some pictures of the day, with a thank you message to all volunteers. Also, Georges provides some
feedback and posts a picture of the event with the other volunteers.
Last, Babis, the coordinating volunteer at the market that day, makes a quantification report of each farmer
market by filling in some statistics: amount of saved food, amount of volunteers contributed, amount of
charity organisations helped etc. By filling in this report, the milestone meter and badges are updated for the
volunteers and charity organisations that participated in this event. Georges can so see how much food he
helped to rescue, and in how many events he already participated.
Evangelos, member of the organization committee of the farmer market in Marousi, is not very ICT literate.
He saw that he received notifications about the scheduled events, but did not log into the platform.
However, now that the events are finished, he would like to be informed about the charity organizations that
eventually collected the food. He logs into the SavingFood platform and tries to display the information
about the soup kitchen and Praxis; he also sees that the farmer market in Marousi has collected more food
than the farmer market of Chalandri. Knowing this information, Evangelos is fully aware and logs out of the
platform.
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4.3

Gleaning

Martin, the gleaning coordinator, calls 20 farmers by telephone to ask if they have any surplus food that they
cannot sell. Martin uses therefore the CRM database of Feedback UK, specified to his region in which he is
active. One farmer, George, has 1.200 kg of apples that are too small to be sold to the supermarkets, and
agrees to donate this food to the Gleaning Network.
Martin opens the SavingFood platform and enters the necessary details which he agreed upon by telephone
with George: potential dates of gleaning events, neighbourhood level of the farm’s location, type of food,
quantity, condition of the food, best-before date and if any tools or equipment are required to bring along.
Martin promises Georges that he will call him back by telephone to fix the final date for harvesting the
surplus food.
Next, Martin opens the calendar function on the SavingFood platform and schedules the event. He pushes
the notification out towards the registered volunteers on the platform based on geographical proximity and
volunteers’ interests, as well as towards his preferred recipient FareShare. Martin can follow real-time how
many volunteers have registered to attend the event. If necessary he can then take action to find more
volunteers.
Ruth receives a notification send out by the SavingFood platform, alerting her about a next gleaning event.
Ruth works as a transport planner at FareShare, a food redistribution charity that often works with the
Gleaning Network. She logs onto the platform and sees that there is an estimated 1.200kg of apples
available. She is very keen to receive some apples, but she can only take a maximum of 1.000kg. She
registers this on the system, and indicates that she is willing to collect them. To arrange the transport, she
enters the vehicle type, time window of pickup, name of the driver and contact phone number.
Martin receives a notification from Ruth, saying that FareShare can take 1.000 kg of the 1.200kg apples, and
that they are willing to arrange the transport. Since there is 200 kilos still to be saved, Martin pushes another
notification out towards another preferred recipient, being Rejuice. In the same way as FareShare, Rejuice
affirms that they are willing to accept the donation, but that they are not able to arrange the transport.
In the meantime on the calendar, Martin sets the final date for the gleaning event, being 8/8/2016, as this is
the date on which most volunteers are available. Martin calls Georges to confirm the event. The event is
confirmed and all necessary information is made public to the volunteers: date, time, exact location,
equipment, meeting point, etc. Martin sends out a notification to this group of volunteers to ask if anyone of
them is willing to deliver the food from the farm to Rejuice. He also posts a separate notice to any external
transport intermediaries, to see if any of them can help.
Daisy registered as a volunteer on the SavingFood platform and subscribed to the Gleaning event posted by
Martin. She sees the extra request for transporting the food to Rejuice and indicates that she is willing to
drive with her own car. In the registered group of volunteers, it is made clear that Daisy has the ability to
drive with her own car to arrange the transport to Rejuice, and that three more spaces are available. Pascal,
Sandra and Hannah, who also signed up for the event, accept her offer of a lift. Phil, who is registered as
external transport intermediary on the platform, is also willing to arrange the transport. Unfortunately, he
can see that already Daisy signed up, and that no more help is needed to move the food from the farm to
Rejuice.
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At the day of the event, the driver of FareShare and Daisy check the SavingFood platform to receive the
latest updates about the event, and to access the data about the weather and traffic.
After the gleaning day, Martin closes the event on the SavingFood platform and uploads some feedback. He
posts pictures of the day, with a thank you message to all volunteers and to George, the farmer. In the
feedback section, Ruth of FareShare is also able to upload information about the charity organisations that
eventually received the food. She chooses to upload the amount of charity organizations that benefited from
the donated food, together with a narrative and picture of how the food was used. Also, Daisy provides
some feedback and posts a picture of the event with the other volunteers.
Martin also updates his quantification report of that gleaning day by filling in some statistics: amount of
saved food, amount of volunteers contributed, amount of charity organisations helped etc. By filling in this
report, the badges are updated for the volunteers and charity organisations that participated in this event.
Daisy can so see how much food she helped to rescue, and in how many events she participated.
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5 Final User Requirements & User Stories
In the following sections, the user stories are written per food redistribution model. New user stories are
marked with an asterix*.

5.1

Final User Stories

5.1.1

Common User Stories

The following user stories were detected that are common for all three scenarios, they mostly deal with
registration and authentication on the platform:
As a donor, I am able to create a profile on the SavingFood platform, as to provide contact details, settings
and preferences
As a donor, I am able to read the profile of other users on the platform (unless it’s a private profile), as a
matter of establishing trust
As a donor of a large chain owning multiple chops, I am able to make a supervising account and sub profile
per shop, as to have an overall view and sub view per shop*
As a recipient organization, I am able to create a profile on the SavingFood platform, as to provide contact
details, settings and needs
As a recipient organization, I am able to read the profile of other users on the platform (unless it’s a
private profile), as a matter of establishing trust
As a donor or a recipient, I am able to add multiple users/employees in one account, as to assign tasks to
my employees in the organisation*
As pilot administrator, I am able to create a profile on the SavingFood platform, so that donors, recipients
or volunteers can contact me anytime
As pilot administrator, I am able to validate new members on the pilot site, as to pre-screen donors,
recipients and transporters
As pilot administrator, I do not have to validate the current donors and recipients in the CRM system, as to
save time in the validation process*
As pilot administrator, I am able to supervise all profiles on the platform, as to have a good overview of
donors, recipients, volunteers and external intermediaries
As pilot administrator, I am able to give admin rights to the CRM system to my local/regional coordinator,
so that they can monitor their assigned segment*
As pilot administrator, I am able to validate the crowd sourced data entered on the map by SavingFood
ambassadors, as to have reliable info*
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As pilot administrator, I am able to add and delete data sources on the map visualisation, as to present
info visually*
As volunteer, I am able to create a profile on the SavingFood platform, so that I can specify my help
As a volunteer, I am able to read the profile of other users on the platform (unless it’s a private profile), as
a matter of establishing trust
As a volunteer, I can sign up for multiple activities and multiple organisations on the platform, as to
receive all relevant activities in my neighbourhood*
As a SavingFood ambassador, I am able to enter a new donor or recipient organization on the map in my
neighbourhood, without registering
As a SavingFood ambassador, I am able to see the list of current donors and recipient in the platform, as to
know who is already part of the initiative
As external intermediary – volunteering in matchmaking-, I am able to create a profile on the SavingFood
platform, so that I can specify my help
As external intermediary – volunteering in matchmaking-, I am able to read the profile of other users on
the platform (unless it’s a private profile), as a matter of establishing trust
As a user on the platform, I am able to set my local language as a preference*
As a user on the platform, I am able to choose different profiles, as to being able to participate from
different roles in the food redistribution process (e.g. recipient that volunteers in a gleaning event, or a
recipients that donates)*
As a user on the platform, I am able to set my entire profile private or public, as to stay anonymous*
As a user on the platform, I am able to make sensitive data (such as contact details and location) private,
as to protect my personal information*
As a user on the platform, I am able to set a notification for specific actions on the platform (entered
donation, accepted donation, time window pickup for driver, invitation for an event for a volunteer), so
that I can be notified by email, SMS or platform alert*
Table 6: Common user stories on the platform.
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5.1.2

General Food Rescue

This table lists the first user stories for the general food rescue redistribution model, which are listed per
user type.
As a donor, I am able to enter a new donation in the system, as to find a match between donor and
recipient
As pilot administrator or coordinator, I am able to enter a new donation in the system received by
telephone, as to centralize all donations in the system*
As a donor, I am able to send out the donation to a fixed recipient in the neighbourhood (case of
systematic donations, with one preferred recipient), as to make a match more quickly *
As a donor, I am able to send out the donation to the pilot administrator or coordinator, as to let them
choose the best fit recipient (in case there is not one preferred recipient)*
As a donor, I am able to take the role of transporter, as to arrange the transport between donor and
recipient
As a donor, I can give a rating about the transaction, as to evaluate the recipient organization
As a donor, I am able to post (private) feedback about the transaction, as to send a message to the
recipient or pilot coordinator
As a recipient organization, I am able to accept a donation, as to affirm time and pickup to the donor
As a recipient organization, I am able to send a call-to-action to my pilot coordinator, as to express an
immediate need*
As a recipient organization, I am able to take the role of transporter, as to arrange the transport between
donor and recipient
As a recipient, I am able to share the donation with other members of my organization, as to arrange
transport internally
As a recipient organization, I can give a rating about the transaction, as to evaluate the donor
As a recipient organization, I can upload feedback about the transaction, as to adjust the correct amount
of donated food, or as a thank you message
As a volunteer driver, I have an overview of all accepted donations per day that need to be picked up, so
that I have a driving schedule
As pilot coordinator, I can send out an extra notification to volunteers, to arrange transport*
As pilot coordinator, I am able to follow the transaction between donor and recipient, as to monitor and
intervene as any moment when a problem occurs
As pilot coordinator, I intervene in the matchmaking, as to make the best suiting match based on
suggestions of the platform*
As pilot coordinator, I receive notifications of new donations and performed collections, as to have an
overview of transaction success
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As a pilot coordinator, I manage the statistics of all transaction successes in a statistics report, as to track
the total amount of saved food
As a pilot coordinator, I can manually enter regular donated food transaction into the statistics report, as
to track the total amount of saved food
As a pilot coordinator, I am able to reward badges to users on the platform, as to engage and motivate
people*
As a pilot coordinator, I am able to respond to an call-to-action of recipients, as to satisfy an immediate
need of a recipient*
As a pilot coordinator, I can manage the feedback function and rating system, as to intervene when there
is misuse of the system*
Table 7: Final set of user stories for the general food rescue scenario on the SavingFood platform.

Additionally, an overview of the matchmaking processes in the general food rescue scenario:
Automatic matchmaking: one donor and one fixed recipient (inserted in preferences).
This is a systematic donation.
Non- automatic matchmaking in all other cases: one donor to multiple preferred recipient, one donor to
non-preferred recipient, small or big quantity donations.
This is an occasional donation
Steps for non-automatic matchmaking:
Donors enters surplus food in the system
Matchmaking of donor and recipient done by pilot coordinator:
matchmaking done based on suggestions by the platform
Acceptance of donation by recipient
Arranging transport by recipient/donor/volunteer or external intermediary
Rating by recipient and donor through predefined scale
Feedback by recipient, donor and volunteer (comment or picture)
Quantification report by pilot coordinator
Rewarding of badges by pilot coordinator
Table 8: Matchmaking process in general food rescue scenario.
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5.1.3

Farmers Markets

This table lists the first user stories for the farmer market food redistribution model, which are listed per
user type.
As pilot coordinator, I want to start a new event in the calendar, so that I can find a group of volunteers for
farmer markets per region
As pilot coordinator, I want to confirm an event, so that a date is scheduled and information is send to the
group of signed-up volunteers
As pilot coordinator, I want to push out the event towards preferred recipients, as to match the food with
the current need of the recipient
As pilot coordinator, I want to push out the event based on geographical proximity and other conditions, as
to find volunteers that can offer help easily
As pilot coordinator, I want to push out the event not only on location but also on the volunteers’ interest
and by manually attending volunteers, as to find the right group of volunteers*
As pilot coordinator, I can close the scheduled event, as to make clear that the activity is finished
As pilot coordinator, I can cancel a scheduled event, if not enough volunteers show up or drop out
As pilot coordinator, I can take action when not enough volunteers show up for an event, or drop-out, as to
make promotion or as to make a waiting list of volunteers*
As pilot coordinator, I can see to whom the invitation is send out, who responded, as to have a good
overview*
As pilot coordinator, I can upload feedback about the event, as to thank volunteers and the charity
organizations who participated
As pilot coordinator – and with help of the coordinating volunteer-, I can make a quantification report, as to
track statistics about the event and history of the amount of saved food
As a volunteer, I can accept to take part in an event, as to show my ability to help
As a volunteer, I can become a “follower” of an event, as to be proactively informed about recurring events
As a volunteer, I can upload feedback (comment) about the event, so that the team of volunteers can see for
instance the group pictures
As a volunteer, I can start the car-sharing function for an event, as to arrange the travel to the event*
As a volunteer, I can indicate that I would like to be a permanent volunteer of an event
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As a recipient organization, I can accept the event, as to receive the amount of harvested food on the field
As organizer of the farmer market, I can access the quantification report, as to be informed about the total
amount of saved food
Table 9: Final set of user stories for the farmer market scenario on the SavingFood platform.

Additionally, an overview of the matchmaking processes for a farmer market or gleaning event:
Non- automatic matchmaking: invitation to volunteers and recipients are send out based on geographical
proximity, type of need, volunteers’ interest, history
Steps for a farmer market or gleaning event:
Scheduling an event by pilot coordinator
Invitation send out to volunteers based on several criteria – possibility to add a group of volunteers, or
manually adding one volunteer
Confirming an event by pilot coordinator
Acceptance of donation by recipient
Arranging transport by recipient or volunteer
Feedback by recipient and volunteers (comment or picture)
Quantification report by pilot coordinator
Rewarding of badges by pilot coordinator
Table 10: Matchmaking process in general food rescue scenario.
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5.1.4

Gleaning

As a gleaning coordinator, I want to start a new gleaning event in the calendar, so that I can find a group of
volunteers
As a gleaning coordinator, I want to activate a gleaning event, so that a final date is scheduled and
information is send to the group of signed-up volunteers
As a gleaning coordinator, I want to push out the event towards preferred recipients, as to match the food
with the current need of the recipient
As a gleaning coordinator, I want to push out the event to volunteers on the SavingFood platform and
external intermediary organizations, as to find people that can offer help
As gleaning coordinator, I want to push out the event not only on location but also on the volunteers’
interest and by manually attending volunteers, as to find the right group of volunteers*
As a gleaning coordinator, I can close the scheduled gleaning event, as to make clear that the activity is
finished
As a gleaning coordinator, I can cancel a scheduled event, if not enough volunteers show up or drop out
As a gleaning coordinator, I can upload feedback about the gleaning event, as to thank volunteers, the
farmer and the charity organizations who participated
As a gleaning coordinator, I can make a quantification report, as to track statistics about the gleaning event
and history of the amount of saved food
As a volunteer, I can accept to take part in an event, as to show my ability to help
As a volunteer, I can take the role of transporter, as to arrange the transport from the field to the end-user
As a volunteer, I can take the role of transporter, as to arrange car-sharing among volunteers
As a volunteer, I can upload feedback about the gleaning event, so that the team of volunteers can see for
instance the group pictures
As a volunteer, I can opt-in for the car-sharing function for an event, as to get to the event*
As a recipient organization, I can accept the event, as to receive the amount of harvested food on the field
As a recipient organization, I can take the role of transporter, as to arrange the transport from the field to
the end-user
As a recipient organization, I can upload feedback about the gleaning event, as to thank the community of
volunteers
As an external intermediary organization, I can take the role of transporter, as to arrange the transport
from the field to the end-user
Table 11: Final set of user stories for the gleaning scenario on the SavingFood platform.
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5.2

Final User Requirements

This chapter lists the final user requirements that were identified during the first five months of the project.
The user requirements are split up in functional (descriptions of what the system should do) and nonfunctional (descriptions of certain performance requests of the system) requirements. These lists were
updated based on the workshop results. New identified requirements are indicated with an asterix.

5.2.1

Functional Requirements

Number

Functional requirement

Requirement description

R.1.

Authentication on the pilot site

Authentication applies for the pilot sites of the
platform. Users should register and make an
account to participate in the food redistribution
process.

R.2.

User access

Users should have unlimited access to the general
sections on the platform, where project
information, the map visualisation, awareness and
engagement tools are made available.
SavingFood ambassadors (aka the anonymous
user) should not authenticate on the platform to
suggest a new donor or recipient on the map
visualisation.

R.3.

Validation for the pilot site for new users*

A user should register and make an account
before entering the pilot site. The pilot
coordinator should approve the registration of a
new user.

R.4.

Validation for the pilot site for known users A user should register and make an account
– CRM system*
before entering the pilot site. The pilot
coordinator should not approve the registration of
known users, who are already in the CRM system.

R.5.

Categories of users with administrative The pilot administrator and coordinator (local,
privileges
regional) have administrative privileges on the
pilot site of the platform.
The administrator gives
local/regional coordinators

R.6.

Language support

the right

to the

The project site of the platform is English. The
pilot site of the platform should support other
languages: Hungarian, Greek, French and Dutch.
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R.7.

User profiles

The pilot site should support different profiles:
pilot administrator, local/regional coordinator,
donor, recipient and volunteer.
A user is able to fill in and adjust its profile.

R.8.

Sub profiles for donors*

Along the donor side it was requested to have sub
profiles for large chains that have several
branches/shops. Then there would be a profile
where all transactions are assigned to, and sub
profiles where only the transactions in the local
chains are listed

R.9.

Profile Manager*

In one account, a user is able to manage multiple
profiles for multiple organisations.
A user can have multiple roles on the platform. For
instance, a recipient organisation that also would
like to be a volunteer.
A user can also subscribe for more than one food
redistribution organisation in the neighbourhood,
for instance a volunteer that would like to
participate in a gleaning event of organisation X
and Y.

R.10.

A profile with multiple users (or Donors and recipients organisations requested to
employees) for donors and recipient have one account that can be used by multiple
organisations *
users who can set their preferences in
notifications

R.11.

CRM system*

Database managed by the coordinators that lists
all recipients, donors and volunteers. The pilot
administrator can assign a specific region to a
specific coordinator.

R.12.

Customization

Pilot administrators should be able to choose
which features they would like to have on their
pilot site, also depending from their chosen food
redistribution scenario

R.13.

Branding

Pilot administrators would like to have a personal
touch on their pilot site – besides having the
SavingFood branding.

R.14.

Mobile friendly web platform*

Mobile Friendly Interface: accessible on mobile
phone
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R.15.

Identification of location

One way of matchmaking actors on the platform is
by geographical proximity. Donors and recipients
can be matched based on location, or a gleaning
event can be matched with volunteers living
nearby. A radius can give this information to the
(gleaning) coordinator on the platform.

R.16.

Matchmaking rules*

Actors on the platform are matched by location,
but also by other conditions, determined by the
pilot administrator or coordinator. The platform
can give suggestions and the coordinator validates
and makes the final decision.
The platform should work in an automatic way to
match a donor with a fixed recipient (a systematic
donation). In all other cases, the platform should
work in a non-automatic way, for which the pilot
administrator or coordinator makes the final
decision. The platform could give suggestions
based on location, type of need, history and time
window of pick-up.
This requirement applies for all scenarios.

R.17.

Call-to-action for recipients*

A charity can post a call-to-action to the pilot
administrator or coordinator on the platform
(private) to satisfy an immediate need. No
notification should be send do donors.
This requirement only applies to Boroume.

R.18.

Map visualisation

The crowd sourced data «humans acting as
sensors for surplus food» added by SavingFood
ambassadors, and other (open) data sources
appear on a central map component on the
platform. The crowd sourced data is only added to
the map after validation by pilot administrators.
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R.19.

Feedback function

All user groups are able to post feedback after the
surplus food has been distributed, or during and
after the end of a gleaning or farmer market
event. The feedback function should support:
comments and upload of pictures. The pilot
administrator is able to control the posted
feedbacks, and to intervene if issues occur. This
function applies to all scenarios.
It was agreed during the Budapest consortium
meeting that this function would be done through
the connection of existing social media channels,
as to have everything in one place.

R.20.

Rating system

It is possible to evaluate or give a rating to certain
users on the platform, via standardized measures.
Donors, recipient organisations and transporters
are able to enter a rating about the food
redistribution. This information is privately send to
the coordinator, who in return can award badges,
distribute shop stickers, etc. This function applies
to all scenarios, but especially the general food
rescue scenario. Although it is not interesting to
rate volunteers, it is useful to award them with
badges based on their participation.

R.21.

Badges*

Badges can be rewarded to all profiles on the
platform. The badges are based on the rating
system for donors and recipients, and the
participation
for
volunteers.
The
pilot
administrator or coordinator of the platform
rewards badges, based on the ratings.
The scores of the rating system are send private to
the pilot administrators or coordinators, but
badges are public.
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R.22.

Calendar function

The (gleaning) coordinator should have the
possibility to start (and end) a new event for
recruiting a minimum number of volunteers. It
should be possible to doodle the date. The
volunteer can search through the gleaning
calendar by certain parameters: data, location and
type of food. The volunteers receive the invitation
send out through the calendar function and can
indicate their participation status. If there are too
many volunteers who sign up for an event, then
they are listed in a ‘waiting list’. The calendar
function only applies for the gleaning and farmer
market scenario.

R.23.

Transport and travel function*

There should be a function on the platform that
takes care of arranging the transport between the
actors on the platform: between donors and
recipients (either donor or recipient takes care of
it, a volunteer, or an external intermediary), for
getting the gleaned food to the recipient, and carsharing among volunteers for gleaning. The travel
function only applies for the gleaning and farmer
market scenario. The transport function applies to
all scenarios.

R.24.

Entering donations received by telephone Pilot administrators or coordinators should be able
for pilot administrators or coordinators
to enter a donation into the platform themselves
(and not only the donors), when they receive a
donation via the telephone. All donations should
be centralized for the quantification report.

R.25.

Communication function*

Send private message or group messages.
For instance, the (gleaning) coordinator can
contact the amount of attending volunteers, and
can contact the volunteers one-by-one, or by
group via e-mail or SMS. There is also a status
showing the amount of send-out communications.
Coordinators can send out reminders to attend
the event, or take actions when there are too
many cancellations. There should also be the
possibility to send a private message for the
general food rescue scenario between donor and
recipients, and towards the coordinator. This
function applies to all scenarios, but especially the
farmer market and gleaning scenario.
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R.26.

Notification system

Notification messages are sent when certain
actions are performed on the platform. Users are
able to set the frequency of notifications, and their
preferred channel (email, SMS, platform).
Notifications are send through the platform, by
email or SMS. The transaction costs for SMS
should be mentioned. This function applies for all
scenarios.

R.27.

Quantification report

Coordinators are able to make a quantification
report about the transaction successes on the
platform. Coordinators manage the feature, every
actor on the platform is able to access the
information. This function applies for all scenarios.

R.28.

Subscribing or following an event*

In case there are regular organised events, such as
farmer markets, volunteers would like to subscribe
for this event, so that they get notifications when
a new event is scheduled

Table 12: List of functional requirements.
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5.2.2

Non-Functional Requirements

Number

Non-functional requirement

Requirement description

R.29.

Extensibility

For other interested organisations joining the
SavingFood network, the features of the
SavingFood platform should be highly and
easily replicable. The technology extensions
should be open source

R.30.

Extensibility - Documentation

To support the extensibility of the platform,
complete and clear documentation, API
descriptions, tools and instructions should be
included

R.31.

Scalability

The SavingFood platform should be able to
foster large scale collaborations, with min.
3.500 involved users on all the pilot sites of the
platform together

R.32.

(Location) privacy

The platform should be privacy-friendly: e.g.
users on the platform should have the option
to make their profile public or private, to make
their sensitive information (such as location
and contact details) public or private, and there
should be a privacy statement explaining the
personal data collection and storing.

R.33.

Charter*

A charter should be provided when registering
at the platform. This explains the general rules
and (legal) conditions of the SavingFood
platform.
Table 13: List of non-functional requirements.
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5.2.3
Overview: plotting of requirements per food
redistribution scenario
Common platform requirements


















Requirement 1 – authentication
Requirement 2 – user access
Requirement 3 – validation for the pilot site for new users
Requirement 4 – validation for known users – CRM system
Requirement 5 – categories of users with admin privileges
Requirement 6 – language support
Requirement 7 – user profiles
Requirement 8 – subprofiles
Requirement 9 – profile manager
Requirement 10 – a profile with multiple users
Requirement 11 – CRM system
Requirement 12 – customization
Requirement 13 – branding
Requirement 14 – mobile friendly web platform
Requirement 15 – identification of location on a map
Requirement 16 – matchmaking rules (automatic for one preferred recipient, in all other cases nonautomatic)
Requirement 18 – map visualisation
Table 14: Common requirements for the platform.
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General food rescue










Farmers markets

Requirement 17: call-toaction for recipients
Requirement 19: feedback
function
Requirement
20:
rating
system
Requirement 21: badges
Requirement 23: transport
function
Requirement 24: manually
entering donation
Requirement
25:
communicaton function
Requirement 26: notification
system
Requirement
27:
quantification report












Requirement 19: feedback
function
Requirement
20:
rating
system
(based
on
participation)
Requirement 21: badges
Requirement 22: calendar
function
Requirement 23: transport
and travel (!) function
Requirement
25:
communicaton function (!)
Requirement 26: notification
system
Requirement
27:
quantification report
Requirement 28: subscribe
for an event

Gleaning











Requirement 19: feedback
function
Requirement
20:
rating
system
(based
on
participation for volunteers)
Requirement 21: badges
Requirement 22: calendar
function
Requirement 23: transport
and travel (!) function
Requirement
25:
communicaton function (!)
Requirement 26: notification
system
Requirement
27:
quantification report
Requirement 28: subscribe for
an event

Table 15: Requirements per food redistribution scenario.
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6 Final Data Requirements
This chapter lists the set of data sources that pilots partners would like to access on the platform, the
matchmaking fields for connecting a donor with a recipient, or a volunteer with a coordinator, and the final
list of data requirements.
These lists were updated based on the workshop results. New identified requirements are indicated with an
asterix.

6.1

Types of data sources
HFA

Boroume

Feedback
(UK & Belgium)

Government statistics on food waste
Logistical information (e.g. weather conditions,
traffic status, etc.)

X

General points of interests on a map (e.g. schools,
hospitals, bakeries, etc.)

X

X

X

X

X

List of donors on a map

X

X

List of intermediaries on a map

X

List of recipient organizations on a map (e.g.
boroume.gr/boroumemap)

X

List of farmers on a map
Database of local coordinators

X

X

X

X

X

List of farmer markets

X

Table 16: Data sources per pilot site (coloured cells = private sources).

From the workshop results, the most important data sources to have are: traffic (including public transport
information), weather, and touristic points of interests on the map. These data sources are mostly
interesting to volunteers.
Besides that, it is mostly interesting for pilot administrators themselves to have their internal contacts on the
map, such as the database of local coordinators, farmers, donors, etc. Some of these sources should be
private.
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6.2

Matchmaking fields

In this chapter the list of matchmaking fields is updated. These lists should be seen as data entry fields when
a donor is matched with a recipient, or when an invitation is send out to volunteers for a farmer market or
gleaning event. All matchmaking fields have been updated per actor.

6.2.1

Matchmaking fields – General Food Rescue

This section entails the list of matchmaking fields for general food rescue, split up in fixed profile details and
data entry fields for a transaction of surplus food between a donor, transporter and a recipient.
Fixed profile details of a donor













Name of the store
Branch name
Address of the store
Store type
Food type (indicating categories of which type of food is mostly offered, this is connected with
entering the donation)
Contact person (name)
Contact details (email and phone)
Working with a fixed recipient, multiple fixed recipients, or no fixed recipients (if fixed, donor enters
the preferred recipients in the system)
Regular or occasional donor
Preferred time windows for pickup (week/weekend – during the day/during the evening)
Optional: list of organisations with whom they rather would like not to work
Link to website

Fixed profile details of a recipient (similar for farmers markets)











Name of the recipient
Address
Type of charity organisation (category of the beneficiaries that they support)
Type of support offered (soup kitchen, food distribution, food shelter, etc.)
Contact person (name)
Contact details (email and phone)
Number of beneficiaries
Preferred time window for receiving a donation (week/weekend – during the day/during the
evening)
Needs (current and periodic) of the recipient
Link to website
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Fixed profile details of a volunteer (similar for all scenarios)










Name of the volunteer
Address
Contact details (email and phone)
Link to Facebook profile
Regular or occasional volunteer
The type of activities a volunteer wants to participate in (e.g. transport)
Possession of a driver’s license
Possession of a car
If volunteering as a driver, the preferred times of picking up food

Donor entering the surplus food









Food type
Quantity of the food (warm portions or kilograms)
Date
If it is an account used by multiple users (or employees): contact name
Time window pick-up
Sensitive food
Packaging: yes/no
Transport: yes/no

Acceptance of donation by recipient








Food type
Food quantity (recipient is able to edit this if the quantity is not the same as enter by the donor)
Location
Agreed pick-up time window
Sensitive food
Packaging: yes/no
Transport: yes/no

Arranging transport by
(in case of Boroume by recipient, in case of HFA: by donor, recipient, or a volunteer)





Sensitive food: yes/no
Type of car
Capacity of car
Packaging (e.g., plastic boxes, pallets, etc.)

Feedback function and rating system by recipient and donor




Writing messages
Posting pictures
Fixed ratings for recipients and donors (condition of the food, punctuality of the pickup,
confirmation of the food collect, politeness)
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Quantification report by the pilot administrator



Amount of saved food
Number of charity organisations helped
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6.2.2

Matchmaking fields – Farmer markets

Fixed profile details of a donor/farmer market







Name
Location of the market
Donor type (farmers market)
Contact person
Contact details
Regular or occasional donor

Fixed profile details of a recipient (similar for general food rescue scenario)











Name of the recipient
Address
Type of charity organisation (category of the beneficiaries that they support)
Type of support offered (soup kitchen, food distribution, food shelter, etc.)
Contact person (name)
Contact details (email and phone)
Number of beneficiaries
Preferred time window for receiving a donation (week/weekend – during the day/during the
evening)
Needs (current and periodic) of the recipient
Link to website

Fixed profile details of a volunteer ((similar for all scenarios)










Name of the volunteer
Address
Contact details (email and phone)
Link to Facebook profile
Regular or occasional volunteer
The type of activities a volunteer wants to participate in (e.g. transport)
Possession of a driver’s license
Possession of a car
If volunteering as a driver, the preferred times of picking up food
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Scheduling a farmer market event with details by pilot coordinator







Date of the farmer market
Time of the farmer market
Neighbourhood of the farmer market / Location of farmer market
Meeting point for volunteers
Number of required volunteers
Equipment needed (requested to bring) e.g. trolleys or charts

Confirming a gleaning event by pilot coordinator






Specific time and meeting point
Confirmed number of Boroume’s volunteers
Confirmed number of the recipient’s volunteers
Confirmed charity that will collect the produce
Equipment needed

Arranging transport by recipient






Amount of vehicles
Type of vehicle
Time window of pickup
Driver name
Contact details / phone number

Feedback function by recipients and volunteers




Writing messages
Pictures
Ratings for recipients and donors

Quantification report by pilot coordinator




Amount of food collected
Number of volunteers
Amount of charity organizations helped
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6.2.3

Matchmaking fields – Gleaning

Fixed profile details of a donor










Name of the producer
Location of the producer
Type of farm
Type of food
Contact person
Contact details
Regular of occasional donor
Able to store produce overnight
Preferred times for collecting the produce

Fixed profile details of a recipient














Name of the recipient
Address
Type of charity organisation (category of the beneficiaries that they support)
Type of support offered (soup kitchen, food distribution, food shelter, etc.)
Contact person (name)
Contact details (email and phone)
Number of beneficiaries
Preferred time window for receiving a donation (week/weekend – during the day/during the
evening)
Needs (current and periodic) of the recipient
Storage capacities (e.g. having a large fridge)
Estimated maximum quantity of food that can be received
Would like to participate as a volunteer in gleaning event
Link to website

Fixed profile details of a volunteer (similar for all scenarios)











Name of the volunteer
Address
Contact details (email and phone)
Link to Facebook profile
Regular or occasional volunteer, or availability (midweek, weekends, school holidays, etc.)
Age category (because of health and safety reasons)
The type of activities a volunteer wants to participate in (e.g. transport)
Possession of a driver’s license
Possession of a car
If volunteering as a driver, the preferred times of picking up food
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Scheduling a possible gleaning event with details by gleaning coordinator












Potential dates of the event
Approximate farm location
Number of required volunteers
Type of food
Quantity of food
Condition of the food
Lifetime of the produce (how long it will remain fresh and good to eat)
Tools and requirements to harvest supplied by the gleaning coordinator (only visible coordinator)
Material that volunteers need to bring (e.g. boots, jacket, lunch, etc.)
Accessibility of the field: if it is possible to reach the field by truck
Reasons for which the food is considered surplus – and what would have happened with the food if
it had not been saved

Confirming a gleaning event with details by gleaning coordinator








Date of gleaning event
Full address of the gleaning event
Confirmed amount of volunteers
Expected quantity to be gleaned
Condition of the food
Lifetime of the produce (how long it will remain fresh and good to eat)
Necessary tools and requirements to harvest (to bring along)

Arranging transport by recipient








Amount of vehicles
Type of vehicle
Number of own volunteers from recipient side that will participate
Time window of pickup
Driver name
Packaging
Contact details / phone number

Feedback by recipient and volunteers




Writing messages
Posting pictures
Rating system

Quantification report by gleaning coordinator (and contribution from charity organization)




Amount of food collected
Number of volunteers participated
Amount of charity organisations helped
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6.3

Final set of Data Requirements

Number

Data Requirement

Requirement description

R.34.

Data publishing

Pilot coordinators are able to publish data sources
in their local pilot site. These data sources will be
visualised on the map.

R.35.

Data management

Pilot coordinators are able to add or delete a
specific data source from the map.

R.36.

Data search

All user groups on the platform are able to search
for data sources on the map. The data needs to be
categorized in categories as to find relevant data
easily

R.37.

Crowd sourced data

SavingFood ambassadors are able to enter a
suggestion on the map visualisation. This can be a
new donor or recipient in the neighbourhood.
It was decided that the crowd sourced data
should be validated before it appears on the map

R.38.

Location data

One way of matchmaking is through geographical
proximity. Therefore, the location of users on the
platform should be known.

R.39.

Uploading pictures

Users are able to upload pictures in the feedback
function. This would be done through connected
social media.

R.40.

Real-time data

Real-time data is feed into the visualisation on the
SavingFood platform. Examples of real-time data
are the weather and traffic status.

R.41.

Data privacy

Users on the platform are able to decide which
data sources are private (restricted to an event, or
to a limited group of people), and which ones are
public.
Certain information, such as location and pictures
should be able to made private.
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R.42.

CRM system management*

The local/regional coordinators are assigned
specific regions (with those specific donors,
recipients organisations) to monitor, and will only
see the transactions in their account accordingly –
and not all transactions. The national coordinator
(is most cases this will be the pilot administrator)
sees all transactions.
The same applies for the sub profiles of donors.

R.43.

Education material and videos for the To raise awareness, educational material and
general sections of the platform*
videos should be posted on the general section of
the SavingFood platform
Table 17: Final set of data requirements for the SavingFood platform.
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7 Prioritization of requirements
During the consortium meeting in Budapest in April 2016, a prioritization exercise for a set of requirements
was set up. A set of the identified requirements (N: 16) that were identified so far for the workshops were
selected (as it would take too much time to rate them all), and prioritized on three different levels:






Level of importance for the project (all partners)


Mandatory: the project cannot live without it (score 1)



Very important: the project needs it and users want it (score 2)



Rather important: the users appreciate the inclusion (score 3)



Not important: the project can live without it (score 4)



Does not matter: one hardly notices its presence or absence (score 5)

Level of user satisfaction from end user perspective – not stakeholder perspective (all partners)


User does not care and thinks it is irrelevant (score 1)



User is dissatisfied when implemented (score 2)



User is neither satisfied, nor dissatisfied: it is basic and expected to have (score 3)



User is satisfied: it is a WANT (score 4)



User is delighted: it’s a WOW factor (score 5)

Level of difficulty (only technical partners)


Very simple: like a puzzle (score 1)



Simple (score 2)



Moderate (score 3)



Complicated (score 4)



Complex: it can get a mess (score 5)

The outcome of this prioritization exercise can be used by the technical team in WP3 to estimate the effort
for each requirement and schedule development. Prioritizing requirements is necessary to determine the
relative necessity of each requirement, as some are more critical than others, and can improve the user
satisfaction significantly. Furthermore, a balance has to be made with project realities of resources, timing
and deadlines. Of course, priorities can change over time, and requirements may change when new
stakeholders join the project, or when the platform is tested, etc.
The following table present the ranking and the mean score (of 11 participants) for each requirement:
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Level of importance – ranking per requirement Level of user satisfaction – ranking from a Level of difficulty – ranking from complex to
from most to least important to the project
delighted user to an uncaring user
very simple to implement
Mobile friendly version

4.7

Mobile friendly version

4.5

Multi-language support

Multi-language support

4.6

Travel function

4.3

Customization

4

Notification system

4.5

Notification system

4.2

Extensibility

4

Quantification report

4.4

Customization

4

Transport function

4

CRM

4.4

Multi-language support

4

Travel function

3.6

Calendar function

4.3

Feedback function

4

Crowdsourcing map

3.6

Extensibility

4.2

Transport function

4

Data sources

3.5

Customization

4.1

Communication function

4

Quantification report

3.3

Quantification report

4

Notification system

3

Transport function

4

4.3

Communication function

3.7

Calendar function

3.6

Communication

3

Travel function

3.5

Rating system

3.5

Feedback function

3

Feedback function

3.4

User profile manager

3.5

Calendar function

2.75

uUser profile manager

3.1

Data sources

3.5

Mobile friendly version

2.6

Crowdsourcing map

3.1

Crowdsourcing map

2.7

User profile manager

2.5

CRM

2.3

Rating system

2.5

CRM

2.2

Rating system

3

Data sources

2.8

Extensibility

2

Table 18: Prioritization of a set of requirements – level of importance to the project, level of user satisfaction and level of difficulty to implement.

How to interpret this table?
The mobile friendly version has a high score for the level of importance and user satisfaction, and a lower
score for the level of difficulty to implement – this could then be one of the requirements that is kept into
account for the early development phases, visa versa, the multi language support is also import to have,
although not easy to implement. Therefore, it was decided during the consortium meeting that the
administrator interface does not have to be in the local language, but the end user interface should.

8 Conclusions
This deliverable reported the results of the data gathering activities for the specification of the user and data
requirements of the SavingFood platform. In total, 43 requirements were collected in the first five months of
the project, by drafting and validating scenarios through a workshop-based approach. Thanks to the
iterations that have been set up in the pilots, a lot of requirements with a high level of detail were collected.
The participants in the workshops also positively welcomed the presentation of the first set of wireframes.
We can so conclude that the users’ wants and needs were interpreted and translated in a first realistic
design of the interface, and greatly matched with the drafted scenario and requirements of the first version
of this deliverable.
Compared to the first set of requirements, new requirements were identified that mostly related to the
authentication on the pilot site on the platform, the matchmaking rules and certain social features. Among
volunteers it became apparent that everything related to ‘social sharing’ is a great added value to have for
them, e.g. car-sharing, sharing pictures, sharing comments, sharing recipes, going together to another
touristic point of interest around a gleaning event, etc. This information would highly motivate them to come
back to the platform. Related to the matchmaking processes between donors and recipients on the platform,
it was decided that this would happen in a non-automatic way. Donors and recipients trust the intermediary
matchmaking of the pilot coordinator as the best service to have. To support the pilot administrator or
coordinator in this task, the platform could give certain suggestions based on geographical proximity, type of
need, history, volunteers’ interests, etc.
As a lot of requirements were collected and as the next stage of WP2 will be to define the engagement and
behaviour change strategy, the following requirements are highlighted as a way to support and trigger
behavioural change:








Feedback function: In case of gleaning events, it is interesting to know where the food went after the
gleaning event from the perspective of volunteers and recipients organizations. This information
stimulates the intrinsic motivation of being a contributor in the process.
Profile manager: Recipient organizations should be able to participate in a gleaning event as a
volunteer, this contributes to awareness raising and knowledge building about food in general (how
is the food produced, collected, type of vegetables, etc.)
Entering a donation by pilot administrator or coordinator: Personal interaction drives engagement.
Using the telephone should still be an option to use for donors. Therefore, the coordinator should be
able to manually add a donation in name of the donor.
The quantification report: For all user types on the platform, it is interesting to know the amount of
saved food in the events they participated in. This contributes to having the feeling of establishing an
impact.
The SavingFood ambassador – the anonymous user: A SavingFood ambassador is in the first place
someone who visits the platform and enters a new donor or recipient on the map. Through specific
information and actions on the platform, this user offers a lot of potential to attract new volunteers,
donors or recipients. A SavingFood ambassador can become part of the food redistribution
processes, if s/he is engaged in the right way.
Rewarding of badges: Based on the participation rate and ratings, badges can be rewarded by the
pilot administrator or coordinator. Badges (or also door stickers) can contribute to the extrinsic
motivation of ‘gaming’, and ‘fun’.
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Next to these requirements, the prioritized requirements for user satisfaction can also be kept into account
for engaging and satisfied users (with a score above 4 on 5): having a mobile friendly interface, a travel
function, a notification system, a customized branded interface in their local language, the feedback
function, the transport function, the communication function and the quantification report are the top rated
features to have.
In the next phases of the project, the requirements and its prioritization (in chapter 7) can steer the
development processes in WP3, and can define the release of the several versions on the platform matching
the satisfaction and importance to have in the project. Through this prioritization, several milestones can be
set in technical development, and the pilot partners can proactively engage users related to the first features
that will become available. It is important to note that the collected requirements in this deliverable are a
translation of users wants and needs, with a preferred description of how users see some requirements
implemented. The eventual implementation of ‘how’ this will look on the platform shall be decided by WP3
in agreement with pilots, based on what is technically feasible in terms of resources and planning.
Some barriers were also identified that have to be taken into account when piloting the solution by WP4.
First of all, it seemed necessary to organize training workshops for the different types of users that will use
the platform. Additionally, it has to be further investigated how the “loss of human interaction” will be
perceived by the users, as to quote one of the pilot partners: «the platform should enhance what we do, not
replace it». Direct communication and interaction (either by telephone or face to face) will remain vital
among the pilots as to establish engagement and motivation.
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9 Annex I: Workshop details per pilot: setup, timing and
profile
9.1

Boroume – workshop 1

The workshop for the stakeholders in Greece was held on the 30th of March in Athens, and was organized by
Boroume. A total of eight participants were present, representing seven stakeholders (one donor was
represented by two members of staff). Overall, three donors, two charities, and two volunteers participated
in the first workshop, in addition to three members of Boroume who were also present. All participants were
invited to the workshop via email on March 15th, and a follow up call was made to make sure that they
received the invitation and to verify their attendance. A total of five more participants (three donors, and
two recipients) were invited but could not participate due to other engagements. It is likely that they will
participate in the second workshop however. All three scenarios (general food rescue, gleaning, and farmer
markets) were discussed in the workshop, given that all of them are relevant to Boroume’s activities in
Greece.
Workshop details
Date of the workshop

30.03.2016

Duration of the workshop

Approximately 2 hours

Amount of participants

7

Profile of the participants












Food redistribution scenarios

N. P., volunteer, male, working professional, regularly participates in
gleaning events
M. R., volunteer, male, student, has taken the role of coordinator at a
farmers’ market
E. G., owner of pastry shop chain in Athens, female, will have the
overview of the account of the pastry chain in the platform
E. F., employee of the same pastry shop chain in Athens, female, will
actively use the platform as a manager in one of the pastry shops
D. D., owner of a bakery / coffee / pastry shop in central Athens, male,
will have an overview and possible use the platform on behalf of the
store
D. K., co-founder of a social enterprise startup incubator / accelerator,
where events are organized and leftover food is donated via Boroume,
male, will use the SF platform to donate leftover food from events
I. R., social services professional at a charity in Greece, female, will use
the platform on behalf of the organization to accept donations
P. K., charity employee responsible for collecting and organizing the
collection of all food donations, male, will use the platform to accept
and organize the pickup of donations

Gleaning – General food rescue – Farmer markets
Table 19: Workshop details Boroume – workshop 1.
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9.2

Boroume workshop 2

The second workshop for the stakeholders in Greece was held on the 20 th of April in Athens, and was
organized by Boroume. A total of eight participants were present, representing seven stakeholders (one
donor was represented by two members of staff). Overall, three donors, two charities, and two volunteers
participated in the second workshop, in addition to two members of Boroume who were also present. Seven
out of eight participants had also participated in the first workshop, whereas the eighth participant - a donor
who could not participate in the first workshop due to prior engagements - was new to the process, and one
of the participants of the first workshop could not participate in the second one due to other obligations. All
participants had been invited to both workshops via email on March 15th, and a subsequent email was sent
on April 11th specifically for the second workshop. Follow-up calls were made if necessary to confirm the
attendance of some of the participants. A total of five more participants (three donors, and two recipients)
were invited but could not participate due to other engagements. They have been informed about the
project however, and the outcome of the first workshop, and will be informed about the outcome of the
second workshop as well. All three scenarios (general food rescue, gleaning, and farmer markets) were
discussed in the workshop, given that all of them are relevant to Boroume’s activities in Greece.
Workshop details
Date of the workshop

Wednesday, 20th April 2016 – 2 hours approx..

Amount of participants

8 participants – 7 stakeholders

Profile of the participants













Food redistribution scenario

N. P., volunteer, male, working professional, regularly participates in gleaning
events, participated in Workshop 1 and 2
M. R., volunteer, male, student, has taken the role of coordinator at a farmers’
market, participated in Workshop 1 and 2
E. G., owner of pastry shop chain in Athens, female, will have the overview of the
account of the pastry chain in the platform, participated in Workshop 1 and 2
E. F., employee of the same pastry shop chain in Athens, female, will actively use
the platform as a manager in one of the pastry shops, participated in Workshop
1 and 2
D. D., owner of a bakery / coffee / pastry shop in central Athens, male, will have
an overview and possible use the platform on behalf of the store, participated in
Workshops 1 and 2
A. M., employee in one of the largest supermarket chains in Greece, works in the
marketing department and is involved in the CSR programs of the company –
monitors the programs that are running in collaboration with Boroume, female,
will have an overview of all the activity of the supermarket chain on the
platform. Participated in Workshop 2
I. R., social services professional at a charity in Greece, female, will use the
platform on behalf of the organization to accept donations
P. K., charity employee responsible for collecting and organizing the collection of
all food donations, male, will use the platform to accept and organize the pickup
of donations

Gleaning – General food rescue – Farmer markets
Table 20: Workshop details Boroume – workshop 2.
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9.3

HFA – workshop 1

The workshop for the stakeholders in Hungary was held on the 7 h of April, and was organized by HFA and
FiLab.
A total of 14 participants were present, representing the different stakeholders in the project. Overall, five
volunteers were present, 2 donor organisations, 3 charity organisation, and 2 other grassroots organisations
that are active in redistributing food in Budapest.
The participants were invited through emails and existing personal contacts. The profile and contacts are
well known, and the participants were personally invited to join. The general food rescue scenario was
discussed during the workshop.
Workshop details
Date of the workshop

07.04.2016

Duration of the workshop

2 hours (15.00-17.00)

Amount of participants

14

Profile of the participants










Food redistribution scenario

5 volunteers. All of them had previous contact with the
Hungarian Foodbank. Amongst them, we had 2 women both
around their 40-s and 3 men with various age.
From the business sector (donating food), we had 2
participants (Bioház shop and a catering professional).
The charity/civil sector was represented by 5 participants.
They were:
o Hajléktalanokért Közalapítvány (Public Foundation
for the Homeless)
o Menedékház Alapítvány (Menedékház Fundation)
for the homeless
o Civil Iránytű (An association to promote the civil
sector)
2 grassroots organisations: Budapest Bike Maffia and Food
Not Bombs Budapest, both active in food redistribution for
people in need and transportation (with cargo-bikes in the
city)
Representatives of the Hungarian Foodbank Association and
Filab.

General food rescue
Table 21: Workshop details HFA – workshop 1.
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9.4

HFA – workshop 2

Workshop details
Date of the workshop

25-04-2016

Duration of the workshop

2 hours (15:00-17:00)

Amount of participants

9

Profile of the participants









Food redistribution scenario

3 volunteers. All of them had previous contact with the
Hungarian Foodbank. Amongst them, we had 2 women and
1 men around their 40-s. All were present at workshop 1.
From the business sector (donating food), we had 3
participants: Maspex Olympos large drink producer, Bioház
shop and a catering professional. Maspex new, others were
already present during the first workshop.
The charity/civil sector was represented by 5 participants.
They were:
o Anyaoltalmazo (charity to protect mothers). New at
the workshop
o Civil Iránytű (association to promote the civil sector).
Present at previous workshop.
Representatives of the Hungarian Foodbank Association and
Filab.

General food rescue
Table 22: Workshop details HFA – workshop 2.
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9.5

Feedback Belgium – workshop 1

Workshop 1 in Belgium took place on Tuesday 29th of March. The workshop took 2 hours and 15’. The
workshop took a bit longer, as there were a few concerns raised and the facilitators gave the space to the
participants to voice their needs and opinions.
This was particularly important for the two participating experts, who have a running food-sharing platform
in Belgium, and that are interested in collaborating with the SavingFood project.
There were 8 participants present: 2 facilitators, 2 volunteers, 1 gleaning coordinator, 2 experts in managing
food redistribution platforms in Belgium and that could possible act as a recipient on the SavingFood
platform, and one researcher. .
Workshop details
Date of the workshop

29/03/2016

Duration of the workshop

From 18 till 20:15

Amount of participants

8


Profile of the participants








Food redistribution scenario

J.D. – FSE network (entrepreneur), male, volunteer
(facilitator)
A.C – FSE network (entrepreneur) and disco soupe, female,
recipient
J. – works in an EU association on waste management, joined
the very first gleaning active, male, he is an eager volunteer
H.S. – gleaning network – gleaning coordinator
A.C., FSE Network – regular volunteer
O.H., male – founder of IT social enterprise, has build an
online platform for sharing surplus food together with
Etienne, de Schenkingsbeurs.
E.R., male, from the Schenkingsbeurs (multi sector IT
platform for sharing food)
C.V. – iMinds, female, researcher in SavingFood and note
taker

Gleaning

Table 23: Workshop details Feedback Belgium – workshop 1.
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9.6

Feedback Belgium – workshop 2

Workshop 2 in Belgium took place on Monday the 18th of April. The workshop took 2 hours. The workshop
took a bit longer because we were a big group and we wanted to let everyone speak
There were 15 participants (including facilitators).
Workshop details
Date of the workshop



Monday 18th April 2016

Duration of the workshop



From 18:00 till 20:00 o’clock







J. & A. – FSE Belgium
W., C., L. - iMinds
E. (Workshop 1 and 2) - Schenkingsbeurs
O. (Workshop 1 and 2) – Schenkingsbeurs
S. – (Workshop 2) FSE network, participated in food
exchange cafes, interested in Gleaning (through experience
in Germany)
R. – (Workshop 2) consultancy, FSE network
H. – (Workshop 1 and 2) gleaning coordinator
E. – (Workshop 2) intern at FSE
A. – (Workshop 2) food assembly, works with the local
farmers of Brussels
A. – (Workshop 1 and 2) volunteer FSE network
S. – (Workshop 2) recovering food with social organisations
through events
G. (Workshop 2): gleaning volunteer

Amount of participants

15

Profile of the participants








Food redistribution scenario

Gleaning

Table 24: Workshop details Feedback Belgium – workshop 2.
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9.7

Feedback UK – workshop 1

Workshop details
Date of the workshop

06.04.2016

Duration of the workshop

1 hour 45 minutes

Amount of participants

4

Profile of the participants








Food redistribution scenarios

9.8

MB, national gleaning coordinator for Feedback UK, male, 3
years’ experience of scheduling and coordinating gleaning
events
JT, previously a gleaning volunteer and now gleaning
coordinator for London and south east, male, also works on a
farmers market (experience of donating surplus), with a
growers’ collective, and has previously run his own small-scale
project redistributing food within a neighbourhood.
AS, café owner and gleaning volunteer, has experience of both
donating and receiving food surplus (regular user of Olio)
HB, gleaning volunteer, female, has good general knowledge
of IT systems.

Gleaning

Feedback UK – workshop 2

Workshop details
Date of the workshop

Monday 9th April 2016

Duration of the workshop

Approximately 1.5 hours

Amount of participants

3

Profile of the participants

Food redistribution scenario





D., Gleaning Manager
M., National Gleaning Coordinator
J., Regional Gleaning Coordinator

Gleaning
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